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Greater Portland's news and arts weekly

SEPT. 27, 1990

FREE

PERSONAL ECOLOGY:
OVERPOPULATION

MANY
PEOPLE
Don't take it personally,
but a lot of us must die.
By Monte Paulsen

Each day that dawns, the Earth swells by a
population greater than that of the Portland
area.
From a human perspective, the population
explosion is the most difficult problem on Earth.
Fighting overpopulation means str.
against familial and hormonal
procreate, intruding on the privacy
relations, violating moral and religious
against contraception, and, as a last resort, killing unborn children. Population control measures
are unpopular, if not downright offensive, to
peopleatevery pointalong the political spectrum.
But from the perspective of the Earth itself,
overpopulation is a simple biological fact: there
are more people than there is habitat to support
them. There are just too many people.
Continued on page 6
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Heaven-bound on two wheels
Maine mountain bikers take to the powerlines and the slopes
By Wayne Curtis

Like the prevailing winds, outdoor recreation
trends blow into New England from the West. If
trends blew in from the East - say, from Paris - we
would spend our idle moments lounging about at
the outdoor cafes of Wharf Street, smoking clove
cigarettes and looking aggrieved. We would confine
our exertions to the listless swatting of houseflies
with yesterday'S newspaper. We would live to ripe
old ages unafflicted by creaky joints.
But no. Outdoor obsessions blow in from California. Which may help explain why Dan Ventura, a
25-year-old graphiC designer from Portland, was
recently standing astraddle a mountain bike on
Atherton Hill in Windham, peering over the handle-

bars and down an IS-foot slab of sheer granite.
Gathered around him at the top of the hill were
about a half-dozen fellow mountain bikers - all of
whom purported to be his friends - urging him to let
loose and barrel on down.
Ventura checked his helmet, a semi-spherical
foam affair that lent him the appearance of a large
toadstool. He eased his front wheel over the brink
and released his brakes. The bike accelerated;
within moments the front wheel connected with a
ledge that jutted from the rock. Abiding by the laws
of physics, the bicycle stopped.
Subject to these same laws, Ventura continued
onward over the handlebars. As he tumbled down
the cliff, almost every part of his body - clad in Iycra
shorts and a tee-shirt - made contact with rock. His

bike bounced down disjointedly after him.
As he neared the base of the rock he managed to
catapult himself into some low-lying bushes,
landing just seconds before his bike came to an
abrupt rest a few feet away.
Ventura stood. He smiled. His friends hooted and
called and spoke in tongues: ''Yo! Big air, Dan
man!"
While calmly checking his abrasions (surprisingly
minor), he said he had watched his bike coming
down after him as he fell, and had to hustle to get
out of the way. "Last time I got an axle right in my
head," he said, pointing to the top of his helmet.
"Now that hurt."
Continued on page 10
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Island Health
Center ailing

A review of the top news stories affecting
Greater Portland: September 10 through 17, 1990.
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Westbrook passes Maine's
first rent-control law
By supporting its citizens in a struggle with one of Portland's
most prominent developers, working class Westbrook became
the first community in Maine to adopt rent-control legislation.
The new Mobile Home Park Rent Justification Ordinance
takes effect immediately. But because there is presently only
one mobile home park that falls under the new law's guidelines,
the law only affects The Hamlet, a 288-site mobile home park
located on Saco Street.
The new law empowers Westbrook Mayor Fred Wescott to
appoint a three-member panel to settle rent disputes, and
empowers the panel to decide rents if a settlement cannot be
reached.
Residents of The Hamlet petitioned the city to enact the
ordinance after the park's owners raised lot rents several times
over a three-year period. They claimed the owners of The
Hamlet were squeezing them for unreasonable profits.
But David Cope, who along with Michael Liberty is a
primary shareholder in the corporation that controls The
Hamlet, said the rent increases were necessary to offset costs.
Cope said he offered to open his books to the park's residents,
but no one took him up on it.
"We don't think that rent control is the appropriate solution," said Cope. "But we are confident that the board will
provide a forum in which we can demonstrate that we have not
been unreasonable in our rent increases."

"
Portland police to
take car away
from drunk driver

The Portland Police
department is going to try
and take Portlander Kevin
Hale's car away. Hale, who
was convicted of two drunk
driving charges in March and
arrested three times in
September while his license
was under suspension, will
become a test case for a law
that allows the state to seize
and sell vehicles whose
owners continue to drive
after their licenses are under
suspension as a result of OUI
convictions.
The law is not new, but it
has been streamlined to allow
the request for seizure to be
filed along with the criminal
complaint, according to Beth
Ann Poliquin, Portland Police
legal advisor.
"We've seized vehicles
before in drug cases, but
never before in OUI cases. It's
just been too unwieldy, too
lengthy a process," said
Deputy Chief Brennan of the
Portland Police Department.

DEP pushes for
wider turnpike
The Maine Department of
Environmental Protection
(DEP) has recommended
approval of the proposed
$150 million project to widen
a 3O-mile stretch of the Maine
Turnpike from four to six
lanes. The staff recommendation was submitted to the

Board of Environmental
Protection, which may take
action at its Oct. 24 meeting.
The DEP recommendation
cited traffic studies that
predict heavy congestion on
the turnpike by the middle of
this decade. But the citizen
board is under no obligation
to accept the recommendation of the staff recommendation, forwarded by DEP
Commissioner Dean Marriot,
a political appointee of Gov.
John McKernan.
"We're disappointed, but
not especially surprised,"
said Brownie Carson, director
of the Natural Resources
Council of Maine, which
opposes the turnpike expansion. "It would have been
very, very difficult for the
DEP to go against the
Governor's publicly stated
position on this huge project
which the Governor has
made a prominent part of his
re-election campaign."
The council maintains that
the widening is not necessary, and that it would
worsen traffic congestion, air
pollution and land-use
patterns. The council has
begun collecting the 50,000
signatures needed to put the
turnpike-widening question
on a 1991 ballot. Although
the pending referendum
would not legally block the
Maine Turnpike Authority
from pushing ahead with the
project, it could hurt the
MT A's chance of attracting
construction bonds.

J

Peaks Islanders want to
breathe new life into their
health care center that has
been ailing since its only
doctor, Anne Collins, took an
extended leave of absence in
August. "We see health care
on the island as a necessity
for the elderl y and for
families with young children," said Jill Tiffany,
president of the center's
volunteer board.
The board has been
seeking a replacement for Dr.
Collins, who worked two and
a half days a week, while
exploring ways to expand if
she returns on a part-time
basis. Two physicians and a
physician's assistant, each of
whom may be able to work a
full day on the island, have
stepped forward in response
to recent publicity on the
center's plight.

Niss found guilty,
to serve five days
Robert Niss, the Evening
Express reporter who was
accused of beating his thengirlfriend, pled guilty to a
charge of simple assault on
Sept. 25. Niss became the
subject of local criticism
when he continued to write
news stories involving
domestic violence even after
he had been accused (CBW
8.2.90).
Niss was sentenced to 30
days in the Cumberl and
County Jail, but 25 of those
days were suspended. He
was also put on one year's
probation, during which time
he is not allowed to contact
the victim and must submit
to counseling, according to
Cumberland County District
Attorney Paul Aranson, who
described the sentence as
heavier than normal for a
Class 0 misdemeanor.
Charlotte Warner, victim
of the assault, said she was
still pursuing a civil case
against N iss.

Animal coalition
seeks photos of
animal abuse
The Maine Animal
Coalition (MAC) says
animals in pulling events at
fairs are often treated cruelly.
MAC is seeking photographs
that document of this abuse,
and will pay a $500 reward to
anyone whose photographs
or videotapes lead to a
conviction of cruelty to
animals.
"Cruelty is like obscenity,"
said Linn Pulis, president of
the coalition. "You know it
when you see it." Animals in
the events are occasionally
beaten severely with a goad
stick, prodded to continue
pulling after they have fallen
or denied water so that they
qualify for a lower weight
class.
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nIEKING
OF BEERS!

ever achieved this
double distinction: They

T hey were ju~t going

10

let Blackie have the wonderful

experience of motherhood once,
maybe twice. What halTIl could that be? Blackie '!\ (ira litter was five cute
and furry kittem. All bur two were placed with friends and neighbors.
Tho~

two "OIher

kitten~"

strayed and managed to forage and live

wild In the neighborhood. plagued by flea'). ticks, wonns and respiratory
disease.') for It year and a half. rn that lime they each had four litters of
killcn~ who mell'limilar fales. Only one of the killen') from Blackie's
fir;t I Iller was neutered. The re,t continued to ~produce.
They forgol about getting Blackie spayed until after her fourth litter.
At the end or five year.. Blackie had 12.6RO off..pringonly IO% of whom
had homes, Many of them died mlt;erable dealhc; ofexpo\ure and disease.
Proicci the value of the lives of all pel" Neuter or spay your cat or
dog . Dog . . are 15 tunes more prolific than people and cab are 45 time\
more prolific than people. How many of (hose animals can you really
give a home to? Your c~t ur dog can't stop the escalating blnh rale, but
you can. How many ofthmc Im,l or forgotten animals do you wanllO be
re... pon ... lble for?

w~

v4rumal Refu~ League

Baxter Shelter
449 Stroudwater, Westbrook, Maine 04092 (207) 854-9771

played on the team that
won the national championship in college basketball one year - and
then played on the team
that won the pro cru.mpionship in the National
Basketball Association
the very next year ...
They are Bill Ru ssell
(University of San Fran·
cisco 1956 and Boston
Celtics 1957)... Henry
Bibby (UClA 1972 and
New York Knicks 1973)... And, Magic
Johnson (M ichigan State 1979 and
Los Angles Lakers 1980). What
makes Budweiser the continued
favorltel Perhaps the best rea·
son of all Is that cool, crisp
Budweiser taste. Budweiser Is
brewed with only the flnest, most
costly, all natural ingredients
avaIlable including high quallty

barley malt - the ·soul" of all
been. Although the first
modern Summer OlympiCS were
held in 1896, the ftrst Winter
Olympics were not held until 28
years later... The first Winter
Olympics were in Chamonix,
France, in 1924 .
At Anheuser·
Busch, the time
honored tradl·
tlon of brewing
the old·fash·
loned way, with
Its
exclusive
beechwood ageing
process,
continues today
and assures you
the flnestquallty
beers avaUable,
This commit·
mentwUlnevercl1angel Who's
the only quarterback ever to start
Super Bowl games for TWO DIF·
FEREI'ITTEAMS?... The answer is
Craig Morton who started Super
Bowl V for Dallas, and Super
Bowl XII for Denver. When
considering all these reasons,
Itls no wonderwhyBudwelser
Is and always wUl he,The King
of Beers I
great
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CMP given power to flip the switch

Editor II Publisher
Monte Paulsen

by Frank Guiano
Budweiser,which Is avaIlable In
SO states, licensed brewed in
seven countries and exponed to
more than 40 others Is the larg.
est selling beer in the world. Only
3 basketball players in history have
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The Maine Public Utilities Commission gave Maine's power
companies the right to shut off the electricity of delinquent
customers in the winter, overturning a rule that had made it
difficult for utilities to flip the switch between Nov. 15 and
April 15,
Electric utilities, such as Central Maine Power, must still
work with customers willing to enter into payment arrangements and must still issue a series of notices and warnings
before shutting off the power,
Part of the objective of the new system is to enable electric
customers who need welfare or other assistance to get it. Prior
to this ruling, many people who struggled with winter heat bills
were unable to apply for assistance because they could not
show disconnect notices, which the power companies could not
issue because of the rule, By freeing utilities to issue shut-off
notices, people can qualify for public assistance sooner.
"The point is not to drive people onto welfare; it is to help
those who need public assistance to get it," said CMP spokesman Clark Irwin.
A coalition of welfare advocacy groups supported the rule
change, but Steve Ward of the Public Advocate's office said, "It
is unfortunate that PUC approved one half of the program
without approving the other half," He was referring to a
proposed pilot program that would have capped monthly
utility bills at a percentage of income.
Jim Oliver, a representative in the Maine House and director
of the Portland West Neighborhood Planning Council, was
upset by the reversal of the rule he helped establish back in the
'70s, A spokesperson for Oliver said the PUC can give disconnect notices under the present rule, so it is not necessary to
allow CMP to actually shut off the power. Oliver announced
that he would introduce emergency legislation before the Maine
House in December that would reinstate the old law.

Scarborough
taxpayers reeling
Scarborough residents are
reeling {rom two property-tax
blows - a recent revaluation
of their properties resul ting
in increases of up to several
hundred percent; and a
payment deadline of Oct. 30
for bills that are not expected
to go out until some time next
week,
"Some people are going to
have to cough up an additional $1,500 to $2,000 on very
short notice," said Mary
rnFusco, spokesperson for
Scarborough taxpayers who
are trying to persuade the
town to work with the
people, "(They) have to deal
with the human element
here," said rnFusco, "Many
people, like the elderly, are
on fixed incomes."
But Paul Lesperance, the
town's assessor, downplayed
the problems. "Once the bills
go out and people see what
their taxes actually are, I
think there will be a lot of
hearings cancelled," said
Lesperance, "So far," he
added, "the people have been
very cordial and seem
satisfied with the explanations I have given them,"

Freeport bear has
roots and rooters
H a tree looks like a bear,
does that make it a sign?
On the grounds of the
Harraseeket Inn in Freeport is
a IO-foot-high, eight-footwide stump of a 240-year-old
tree that was struck by
lightning in June. It is now
enjoying another incarnation

as a mother bear with three
cubs, thanks to the efforts of
Ted Walker, a chainsaw
sculptor from Livennore
Falls, and Nancy Gray,
general manager of the inn,
But when Codes Enforcement Officer Frederick
Reeder looked at it, he did
not see a transfonned tree.
He saw a Sign, "A sign is any
attention-getting device," he
said.
"It still has roots, it's still
connected to the ground,"
said Gray, who intends to
appeal Reeder's decision,
The bear may not be a
Sign, but it is getting a lot of
attention,

Reported by Joan Kantro
and Monte Paulsen

FT

Cover-up operation
Leonard Ostrow, a
building contractor in Placer
County, California, sued the
FBI for poor paint jobs by its
agents. The agents were
working undercover as
painters while investigating
allegations of corruption in
the construction industry.
Ostrow was not a target of
the investigation, but he
hired the FBI agents to paint
four custom homes he was
building, In his suit, which
was settled out of court, he
charged that the FBI had
done such a poor job painting
the homes that he refused to
pay them and had to have the
job done over, holding up the
sale of the homes,
• • •
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WEIRD NEWS:
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UNTERHALTER & CO..

September 27,1990

IlDprovisational
COlDedy Workshop
with '11m Ferrell
During the past 12 years Mr. Ferrell has taught Improvisational comedy at New
York University and Julliard. He founded and directed the "Usual Suspects"
Improv. C. and was Artistic Director of the comedy club, "Who's on First".

This 10 week workshop begins on Saturday, October 13th. The workshop
will explore the fundamentals of Improvisational comedy. This relaxed
participatory workshop is an excellent and enjoyable way for performers
and non-performers alike to learn improvisation while increasing their
confidence and spontaneity.

For more information call: 879-0070

TOO MANY PEOPLE
Continued from front page
Earth is inhabited by 5.3 billion people. That's a billion more
than were here a decade ago. Another 395,000 people are born
each day, while about 140,000 die, according to statistics
compiled by the Population Reference Bureau. That's an extra
255,000 people a day - more than the entire population of
Greater Portland.
Meanwhile, those of us alread y here are consuming the
Earth's finite resources much faster than they can be replaced.
But people aren't only the problem. We are also the solution.

Reverend Malthus and his followers
It's hardly news that the Earth's population is booming
beyond control. For centuries, the prophets of doom have
predicted this; for just as long, their opponents have said things
would work out fine.
Perhaps the best-known doomsayer was Thomas Robert
Malthus (1766-1834), who scorned the popular notion that
human society was evolving toward utopia. Malthus argued
that because population would increase in geometric progres-

has been able to depress the death rate with astonishing
rapidity and at the same time drastically increase the birth
rate."
Ehrlich had answered Malthus' critics: while it was true that
improvements in technology increased the fertility of the land,
and therefore its people-carrying capacity, it was also true that
those same technological improvements increased the fertility
of those people, and therefore maintained the premise of
Malthus' notion.
The post-industrial '70s weirdly accredited Ehrlich even
faster than the Industrial Revolution wrongly discredited
Malthus. Television and radio coverage helped sell more than a
million copies of 'The Population Bomb." Bumper stickers
bearing slogans like "Stop at Two" and "Onlies are OK,"
propelled the Zero Population Growth (ZPG) movement into
the suburban consciousness. And the development of the IUD
and The Pill made contraception easier, and prompted a new
morality among the gathering youth culture - itself the product
of a baby boom.
But weird success breeds weird failure. By the early 198Os,
the pendulum that had swung toward sexual freedom had
begun to swing back, and was striking away everything
associated with the ZPG movement.
The Pill had crippled women, while the Dalkon Shield had
made others sterile. Congress slashed funding for family
planning; 1989 appropriations for "population assistance" were
hilif of those granted in 1972. And Reagan-era conservatives
argued that a booming population was good for the economy:
more people means more consumers, which means more
producers, and more progress.
Julian Simon, a "genius" economist affiliated with the
conservative Heritage Foundation, argued that if one birth in a
million produces a genius, then doubling the population
doubles the number of geniuses. And those geniuses, he
argued, would continue to figure out ways to support more
people on fewer resources.
As their trump card, the conservatives triumphed in the fact
that, with the exception of a drought in Africa, Ehrlich's
predictions of mass starvation had not come to pass.

the poverty of overcrowded Third World cities, which are the
fastest growing in the world.
Rural or urban, rich or poor, women bear the brunt of
population control efforts. In most cultures, men continue to
consider birth control a "women's issue" - when they consider
it at all. Beyond the pressure of this cultural stigma lie the
health risks associated with contraceptives such as The Pill and
the IUD. Beyond that lies abortion.
More than 200,000 women die every year as a result of the
more than 50 million abortions performed annually, reports
Worldwatch's Jacobson. Half of those abortions are performed
illegally. For each woman that dies, another 30 to 40 suffer
serious, often lifelong health problems.
The largest single share of those abortions are performed on
woman in the Soviet Union, where the demand for modem
contraceptives has long outstripped supply in the centrally
planned economy. Official Soviet statistics claimed six million
births in 1987, as compared with a count of seven million
abortions.
But women use abortions to control fertility in every country,
no matter what the law. World watch reports that in Latin
America, where the Catholic Church strictly opposes abortion,
women end at least a fourth of all pregnancies by abortion.
These are not young women caught unaware. In Latin America,
abortion rates among women over 35 are twice those for

Beyond carrying capacity
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sion, whereas food production would increase in arithmetic
progression, mass starvation and dramatic red uctions in living
standards were inevitable.
History has borne out Malthus' prediction of geometric
population expansion: 8,000 years ago, when hunter-gatherers
settled down and started growing their food, there were about
five million people on the planet. Until 1650 A.D., the population doubled every thousand years or so, to a total of 500
million people. But by 1850 - only 200 years later - it had
doubled again, to a billion people. By 1930 there were two
billion; by 1974 there were four billion.
But the massive increase in production capability made
possible by the Industrial Revolution appeared to prove
Malthus wrong. As the 19th century wore on, most people lived
and ate better than before. And during the 20th century,
mechanized farming doubled and tripled the world's agriculturaloutput.
During the 1950s and '60s, the residents of the industrialized
world once again entertained the notion that they were headed
for a technological utopia. Technological optimists were
plentiful in those pre-Love Canal, pre-Chernobyl, pre-Challenger days. The UN. was teaching Third World citizens to
grow their own food, the U.S. was selling them cars and nuclear
power plants, and if things didn't work out here on Earth,
NASA would be ready to carry the healthy (and wealthy) away
to another planet.
And so it was that a Californian biologist named Paul Ehrlich
was branded an "alarmist" after the 1968 publication of his
book, 'The Population Bomb."
Ehrlich argued that when the hunter-gatherers settled down,
they began to live longer and bear more children. Also, 19th
century advances in technology improved longevity and
fertility. 'The development of medical science was the straw
that broke the camel's back," wrote Ehrlich. ''Medical science ...

What neither Ehrlich nor the conservatives were smart
enough to observe, however, was that there was no mass
starvation in the Sahara until the geniuses convinced the locals
that it would be alright for a whole lot more of them to live
there.
For centuries - until after World War n, in fact - the population of northern Africa had been small, always kept in check by
the limited supplies of food and water. Dwellers in that land
knew their limits: they did not let their populations rise because
the land would not let them.
Recently, the geniuses have been discovering these limitslifter they'd introduced agricultural and health care technologies
that encouraged local populations to exceed those limits. Those
living beyond the limits of their land have long suspected what
the economists and biologists are only now discovering: the
world is not in danger of becoming overpopulated - it is
overpopulated.
Perhaps the strongest evidence of human overpopulation is
the way it has depopulated other species. A t first, the killings
were slow and intentional: pioneers rid the hills of "dangerous"
predators like wolves and mountain lions. Then came the
"accidental" slaughters of species like the Passenger Pigeon and
the California Condor. Now, as a result of acid rain, pesticides,
hazardous waste, water pollution and the dearing of large areas
of habitat for development, as many as 100 plant and animal
species become extinct each day.
The present rate of extinction rivals the mass extinctions of
the Cretaceous period. But whereas those were the result of
climatic and geophYSical forces, these are the overpopulation of
one species destroying its fellow species so that it can maintain
its level of consumption.
Those pressures are also destrOying human habitat, particularly in the developing nations. Grasslands are being overgrazed, croplands are overplanted, streams are polluted with
chemicals and even young trees are being chopped down for
fuel. In Ethiopia, more than a billion tons of topsoil are lost each
year by a population that literally rips every growing thing
from the ground to eat it.
The World Bank estimates that 800 million humans already
live lives degraded by disease and malnutrition. And because
the largest share of human population growth is expected to
occur in poorer countries - Kenya's 23 million will become 79
million, Nigeria's 112 million will become 274 million - that
number is likely to more than double in the coming decades.
"People fleeing from environmental degradation now make
up the largest class of refugees in the world, " reports Jodi
Jacobson, of World watch Institute. Jacobson estimates the
number of "environmental refugees" to be in excess of 10
million people.
Refugees from overworked agricultural lands migrate from
region to region, farm one marginal plot after another, until it
loses fertility, and then move on again. Eventually, many of
them are forced to abandon the poverty of the countryside for
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women aged 20 to 34.
Similarly, more and more women in Africa appear to be
relying on abortion as their primary method of birth control
since safe contraceptives are simply not available.
"Laws and policies that restrict access to abortion don't curb
the abortion rate - instead they cause women to die," said
Jacobson. "What conSigns so many women around the world to
death or physical impairment is not a deficiency in technology,
but a deficiency in the value placed on women's lives."

Learning to die
The battle between the Malthusians and those who consider
it a moral and/or economic mandate to "go forth and populate
the Earth" is far from over.
With his wife Anne, Ehrlich has just published 'The Population Explosion," a sequel to his earlier blockbuster, suggesting
that the business of predicting doom is as healthy as ever.
Meanwhile, the last two U.s. Presidents have been busy
stacking the U.S. Supreme Court with justices likely to weaken
the Court's 1973 Roe v. Wade decision, which established a
women's legal prerogative to abortion as part of her constitutional right to privacy. It may just take the recriminalization of
abortion to shake the U.s. into an awareness of its limits.
There is a tendency for residents of the U.S. to consider
overpopulation a Third World problem, and to take pity on
"them." But the fact is that the United States is the world's
fastest-grOwing industrialized nation. In 1989, more babies were
born in the U.S. than in any year since the baby boom of the
mid-195Os. The U.S. population currently stands at about 250
million, up from 203 million in 1970. Census projections
indicate that the U.S. will add another 60 million people - or the
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equivalent of 110 cities the size of Boston - in the next 50 years.
And those fertile Americans, who constitute a mere 5 percent
of the world's population, use a quarter of the world's resources. According to ZPG, one u.s. baby imposes more than a
hundred times the stress on the world's resources and environment than does a baby in Bangladesh - who will not own a car,
run an air conditioner, or eat grain-fed beef.
Yet we still consider giving birth our birthright. The u.S.
family ethic is based on an ecologically absurd premise: if
someone can gather the means to support a child in this
unsustainable fashion, then that person (or couple) has every
right to have children. The ethic ties rights to individual
responsibilities, but ignores any responsibilities to the community beyond the nuclear family. Imagine a driver who considered himself responsible only for what happened inside the
automobile, free of impunity for anything or anyone that
automobile might hit as it travelled down the road.
Malthus was an economist and a clergyman. Not surprisingly, the Malthusian debate has more to do with money and
morality than it does with the relationship between finite
resources and the growing competition for those resources.
Ehrlich is a biologist. And the solution he advocates has more to
do with controlling women's bodies than with informing
anyone's mind.
Both approaches blame the problem of overpopUlation on
the victims of unequal distribution of resources and power. By
blaming Third World nations for their population problems and
by forcing population controls on those nations, First World
countries have used the Malthusian argument as a scheme to
avoid sharing their wealth.
Blindness to this sexist, racist and anthropocentric logic is
epidemic among developed countries. It stems from our loss of
a sense of the limits of our land. The ecological ignorance bred
by our buffered lifestyles has prevented us from seeing the
obvious.
"We humans seem to have been fated by anatomy and then
consciousness to imagine ourselves as being uniquely independent from the ecological ground of being," writes Stephanie
Mills, a 1970s birth-control activist turned bioregionalist, in her
recent book, "Whatever happened to erology?"
"Knowing what we know now, we are essentially incapable
of going back to that undifferentiated awareness," writes Mills.
"Besides, in nature there's no 'back' to go to. All but the tiniest
fraction of the wilderness that birthed us is gone. So we must
conceive a way to go forward . I think that will consist in, among
other things, disrovering the grace of death, in making peace
with it. Heading into the cycle and accepting our destiny also to
be prey, and to give life again to other organisms."
Discovering the grace of death means accepting the limits of
our human existence. Just as the death of other living things
nurture us, so our deaths must nurture them.
In this grace, individuals are freed from having to substantiate their existence through possessions or decendents. Each
person knows her or his oneness with the Earth as a wholeand is therefore able to heal the schism between the personal
perspective of overpopulation and the planetary perspective of
human ronsumption.
The population problem will not be solved by geniUses, or by
controlling women's bodies. It will be solved by people who
know and love the limits of life and place.

Monte Paulsen is Editor & Publisher of Casco Bay Weekly .
If he ever settles down, he thinks maybe he'll adopt kids.
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People are the problem, and people are also the solution.
Individuals can make a difference by cultivating new
attitudes toward childbearing and by ronsuming less,

1. Mandate equal opportunity for women
Where women have found better educational and
economic opportunity, the birthrate has declined. But
women continue to suffer discrimination in schools and in
the workplace. Whether or not the Equal Rights Amendment is ever passed by the male-dominated U.S. Congress,
it should be honored by everyone.

2. M.k. contrKeptlves 1tV.1_1e globally
Ouring the next two decades, three billion young people
will be entering their reproductive years. That is almost the
equivalent of the population of the entire world in 1960,
Currently, only about 50 percent of fertile women have
access to rontraception.
Family planning and contraceptive programs must be
supported worldwide, and funded by the U.S. and other
developed nations which aggravate overpopulation by
overronsumption.

3. Keep abortion legal
Abortion is not rontraception - it is proof that family
planning needs are not being met. But laws that restrict
access to abortion don't improve family planning or curb
the abortion rate - they just cause women to die. Says
World watch's Jacobson, "Dealing with abortion as part of a
comprehensive family planning program, instead of
making it a crime, is the most effective way to reduce
abortions and save women's lives."

4.0nlles are O.K.
If you decide to have children, consider having only one;
definitely stop at two. Each child born in the U.s. has an
enormous impact on the environment. By the time an
American reaches age 75, he or she will have produced 52
tons of garbage, ronsumed 43 million gallons of water, and
used five times as much energy as the world average,
according to Zero Population Growth.
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*A SPECIAL ESTATE SALE *

•

The F.O. Bailey Annex 137 Middle St,
Portland, ME 04101
(all items priced)

•
•

Saturday, September 29 to Friday, October S, 1990
10:00am to 4:00pm each day

•
•
:
•
•
•
:

With new estates arriving daily, we have designed this Special
Sale for many of our custmers. who, because of their busy
schedules have been unable to attend our auctions. For those of
y~u who ar~ "au~tion .shy" and prefer to brouse leisurely. we
thmk you will enJoy thiS week-long Estate Sale. New items will
be added daily and priced to sell. Along with antiques and
coll~tabl~s. will be cus~om and second hand furniture and many
practIcal Items, There IS sure to be something here for you.
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Tenns: Cash or personal check only if you have established credit with F.O.
Bailey pnorto the sale date. Slate of Maine requires dealers to provide a copy of
their Seller's Certificate from their home state.
NO 10% BUYERS PREMIUM FOR TIllS SALE

Tel. (207) 774-1479
Joy Piscopo Pres. #1482, Franklin B. Allen, #0191 Jack Piscopo 110192

is now located at
81 Ocean St.,
South Portland
Tel. 799-SAVE
Used & Out-or-Print Book.
We buy boo"", too.
Please phone for hours.

s. Spread the love around
If you are lucky enough to be blessed with a strong
maternal urge, ronsider adopting children rather than
having a large family. Or ronsider helping to care for other
people's kids at a day care center, or through a Big Brother /
Big Sister program.

•

6. Cherish fewer children
Support the decisions of relatives and friends who have'
two, one or even no children. Avoid pressuring your
children to bear grandchildren. And don't buy in to the
stereotype that says single kids and single adults are
necessarily unhappy - it ain't so!

7. Feed 'em local
When developing nations use scarce cropland to grow
food for export, they deprive their own massive populations of the use of that cropland. Already, one out of five
people does not have enough food to sustain a normal,
active life. Support sustainable agriculture at home and
abroad, and enjoy Maine's wealth of locally grown foods.

S. Don't overconsume
The use of a disproportionate amount of resources in
developed nations aggravates overpopulations in developing nations. As the New England proverb says: "Use it up,
wear it out, make it do or do without."

9. Umit development
Each year, due to population growth, the world's
farmers have to feed 95 million more people with 24 billion
fewer tons of topsoil. Vote for land-use policy that preserves open space, and preserves farming, not only as a
means of production, but also as a local way of life.
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Accepting our own deaths, as well as the deaths of
thousands of our neighbors, is an important part of making
life more meaningful. It is natural that our lives come at the
price of other life; and that our own deaths are destined to
give life again to other organisms when we die. This is how
we are one with the planet.
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slopes, and one particularly grueling quarter-mile climb up an
eroded track scattered with rocky shrapnel. It took two years
fore the first Mellow Groover made it up this hill without
stopping.
With tremendous gearing ratios, a mountain biker's failure
to make it up a hill usually stems not from a lack of strength,
but from a miscue of one sort or another. An uphill defeat, often
involving loose rocks or an unexpected gully, unfolds in slow
motion, like a Brian DePalma death sequence. A biker's rear
wheel spins out, he loses momentum, he grimaces, he falls. In a
worst-case scenario, the front wheel rises up and the bike flips
over.
Biking downhill, crash scenarios are a bit different A biker
builds some speed, he hits a rock, he launches into a low
trajectory orbit of the planet Earth. He lands. If still coherent, he
swears. Mountain bikers refer to this as a "header." A more
dramatic variant is a "massive header."
An even more interesting variant, involving several points of
contact, is a "crash and bum." Like Dan Ventura's miscalculation on Atherton Hill, a good crash and bum has the pacing of a
Buster Keaton movie, with bike and rider performing a fastpaced airborne minuet Because the penalties extracted for
failure are more severe, getting downhill - fast and unbruised separates experienced bikers from neophytes.
There's also the issue of style. Downhill skiers and rock
climbers work gracefully with the contours of a hill, seeking
synergy with the mountain. For mountain bikers, neither grace
nor elegance appear to be part of the formula. Good mountain
bikers descend hills like runaway boulders, bouncing here and
there, always pushing on, never stopping to fret, never looking
behind. Like those who run with the bulls at Pamplona, the best
mountain biker is the one who appears to be closest to disaster.
Of course, the allure of downhill biking leads, quite literally,
down a slippery slope. Ever-steeper trails become the end-all of
biking, a phenomenon similar to that which prompts skiers to
launch themselves off unstable cornices, and kayakers to plunge
over waterfalls. The thrill involves a mix of adrenaline, the
satisfaction of being the first to accomplish a certain descent,
and the knowledge that mere spectators will never comprehend
the thrill.

face: Lellfl back and don't break.

TO HEAVEN ON TWO WHEELS
Continued from front page

Unless you've been living in a Skinner Box the last ten years,
you undoubtedly know about mountain bikes. They're the
knobby-tired contraptions with a vaguely menacing demeanor.
They look partly like the first Schwinn you ever owned, partly
like a hammerhead shark. You may have seen them on dirt
roads. You may have seen them around town. You may have
narrowly avoided them in Boston or New York, where couriers
use them to menace the elderly and infirm. Quite possibly, you
may even have bought one.
Tradition maintains that Californian Joe Breeze invented the
mountain bike more than a decade ago. (That's not a fic;tional

outpacing road bikes.
Mountain biking is finally reaching New England, if a bit
belatedly. "Maine's about five years behind," reports David
Brink, manager of Cyclemania in Portland.
But we're making up for lost time. Today, about 80 percent
of the bikes Brink sells are mountain bikes, up from around 50
percent three years ago. Over in New Hampshire, mountain
bikes account for 8S percent of sales at the Greasy Wheel in
Plymouth, a mecca for White Mountain cycliSts.
With all these bikes around, where do people go? Bike
dealers say that a large percentage of mountain bikes never
leave the sanctuary of pavement. Brink says that city riders like
them "because they're more stable." With wide tires and sturdy
frames, they're perfect for urban cruising since they're rarely
defeated by potholes or curbs. In traffic they give the rider a
strong if illusory feeling of inVincibility.
Outside the city, first-time mountain bikers stick to the roads,
awestricken by their newfound ability to ascend hills. Mountain bikes typically have 18 speeds, but 21-speed bikes are now
appearing on the market. Steep hills that once defeated tenspeed bikes - those fossils from the Precambrian age of outdoor
recreation - suddenly pose no challenge. Gravity ceases to be
an obstacle. The bikes ride like magic.
But folks like Dan Ventura think that mountain biking on
roads is sort of missing the point. It's like buying a pontoon
plane to go boating. Roads aren't the point of a mountain bike.
As serious bikers will tell you, mountains are the point of a
mountain bike.

The Mellow Groove

Dense Jungle Is Just more
terrain to be conquered.

CB W photos(Jonee Harbert

Californian name. It is real.) In the summer of 1977 he starting
building hybrids for himself and his friends, merging the sturdy
frame of a single-speed bike with the high-performance gearing
of a ten-speed and adding the knobby wheels of a BMX. The
early pioneers discovered that they were perfect for cruising
California's open mountain trails.
The follOwing spring, custom-made "clunker bikes" began to
raise their knobby little treads throughout California and the
West. By September 1981, the first commercially manufactured
mountain bike, called the Stumpjumper, hit the market with
enough impact to flip the bike industry on its head. About 7.5
million mountain bikes are expected to be sold this year, far

Dan Ventura is one of the four founders of the Mellow
Groove Association, an informal collaboration of about 30
Portland-area mountain bikers. Dan, along with Carl Labbe,
Scott Wibby, and Steve Parrish, started the Groove three years
ago in an attempt to impose a bit of structure on the motley
assemblage that would gather after work once or twice a week
to dabble in local trail riding.
On most Thursday evenings, the Mellow Groove rides along
what they call the Orbit Trail, just off Falmouth Road in
Windham. The two-mile trail runs beneath a pair of massive
power lines that quietly hiss like a light rain, then cuts uphill
through softwoods to the summit of Atherton Hill, where it
ends at a state fire tower. Those with the energy and inclination
to climb the tower at the end of the ride are rewarded with fine
views of Casco Bay and the White Mountains. Mellow
Groovers, a somewhat inscrutable group, call this the Center of
the Universe.
The Orbit Trail is one of the most popular in the area and an
excellent place to get a sense of what off-road mountain biking
is all about. Although the hills of Windham don't qualify as
"mountains," they do offer all the components of mountain
riding, including steep drops into streams, rocky cliffs, grassy

Finding trails
One of the potentially enduring obstacles faced by Eastern
mountain bikers is access to good mountain biking trails.
Actually, two problems exist: First, there's the little matter of
geology. Eastern mountain trails are subject to a chronic
condition, called winter, which causes them to cough up postglacial sputum in the form of pumpkin-sized rocks. This makes
for tricky cycling at best and impossible cycling at worst,
particularly at higher elevations. "Most of the hiking trails in
the White Mountains really aren't good bike trails," says
Reuben Rajala, head of trails for the Appalachian Mountain
Club.
And then there's the public land problem. Of the 690 million
acres of U.S. government land open for recreation, 95 percent is
located in the western states. Public lands in the East are
notably scarce. And even on these few public lands, mountain
bikers aren't assured access. In Maine's state parks, bikes are
classified as "wheeled vehicles" and restricted to places where
cars are allowed. Ergo, all trails are off limits.
In the White Mountain National Forest, bikes are allowed on
all trails, with the exception of the Appalachian Trail and trails
passing through designated wilderness areas. A mountain biker
was cited this summer for riding in the Pemigewasset Wilderness, the first time a biking violation has been issued in the
Whites.
Mountain bikes are also prohibited in the vast acreage of
North Maine Woods, Inc., which is owned by the timber
companies. H you dare try to bring in a bike, they'll confiscate it
at the gate.
On the far side of the White Mountains, a group called the
Dirty Dog Mud Club, in Plymouth, N.H., has been developing a
36-mile mountain bike trail on national forest land with the
blessings of the U.s. Forest Service. John Rankin of the Greasy
Wheel Bike Shop says it's an advanced trail and he steers
beginning bikers away, but adds that there are numerous
abandoned state roads in the woods that make excellent trails
for novices.
Nature abhors an empty ski area, and few ski resorts have
overlooked the potential for opening their slopes to mountain
bike use. Sunday River Ski Resort launched a mountain bike
park this past summer. Open only on weekends, the ski area
offers bikers a lift to the summit on chairlifts modified to
accommodate bikes. The winding runs give bikers the chance to
develop some downhill acumen, along with Popeye-Iike
forearms after braking for hours at a time. In New Hampshir_e,
Loon Mountain and Waterville Valley ski areas have both
applied to the U.S. Forest Service to use cross-country ski trails
in the off-season for a mountain bike network south of the
Kancamagus Highway.
Given the limited access elsewhere, Mellow Groovers and
other urban bikers have migrated to power lines like moths to
flame. The Orbit Trail is just one link of a larger network.
Inveterate bikers say they can travel entirely off-road from

Westbrook to Cousin's Island along power lines and snowmobile trails. Other popular spots include the power line behind
the Westgate Shaw's on Congress Street, and along power lines
and cross-country ski tracks in South Portland, starting at
Hinckley Park and heading toward Sawyer and Spurwink
roads.
Bikers on power lines are trespassing, but they're quieter
than motorbikes and few in number. For the time being,
mountain biking hasn't provoked as much conflict in New
England as in the West. Hikers and equestrians have been
squaring off against mountain bikers like the Hatfields vs. the
McCoys in California and Washington. Near San Frandsco,
rangers at regional parks have even set up radar speed traps
along trails to nab careless cyclists.
Opponents of mountain bikes focus on the environmental
damage caused by the tire tread, and the potential for accidents.
So far the evidence appears inconclusive on both counts.
Despite the talk, nobody seems to have documented a single
instance of a mountain biker colliding with a hiker or horse.
And though few deny that mountain bikes can cause trail
damage, particularly if riders lock their rear wheels on descents,
surveys in the field don't show much actual degradation.
Informal studies in the White Mountains have suggested that
intensive hiking is more
damaging than mountain bike
use in many circumstances.
Still, worried about potential
trail closures, mountain bike
magazines and activists are
pushing low-impact biking
techniques.
The AMC is currently
debating how do deal with
mountain bikes in the White
Mountains, but a consensus
seems to be forming within the
organization that they should
avoid blanket restrictions on
bikes. '1'm an advocate of
leaving options open, and not
The Mellow Groovers
panicking and closing off
trail to ·t he summit.
trails," says AMC's Reuben
Rajala.
Mindful that they could easily lose access, the Mellow
Groovers take their responsibilities seriously, and avoid causing
damage if they can. Carl Labbe says that the group tries to
reroute around muddy or rutted areas and other sensitive
places where permanent scarring might occur. H landowners
ask them to leave, they do.
Is all this concern about mountain biking misplaced? Could
this be just another fad, the outdoor equivalent of electric
crockpot cookery? Don't count on it. Word recently arrived here
that mountain bikes have started to take France by storm,
prompting otherwise sensible and sedentary Frenchmen to
abandon the cafes and head to the mountains, looking for VTT,
or "velo tout-terrain." It is a spectacle, I hear, to chill one's
blood.

The
Groovers
after a trip up hills, through two-foot-deep puddles
and stream beds, over fallen trees and across Boundaries of Bicycling.

Wayne Curtis is the gnarly dude who writes
about recreation for Casco Bay Weekly.

•
kind of art is receiving
funding in Maine? Find out
when Peter Simmons of the
Maine Arts Commission
discusses the Percent for Art
Program, 7:30 p.m. this
evening at the Maine Writers
Center, 19 Mason St,
Brunswick. Free and open to
the public. For more information, call 289-2724.

The Casco Bay Weekly calendar: 10 days and more ways to
be Informed, get Involved and stay amused.
Submissions for Entertainment Weekly sections must be
received In writing on the Thunday prior to publication.
Send your Calendar and Listings Information to:
Ellen Llburt, Casco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark St., Portland, ME
04102.

• Eat your beans, Junior.
Don't you know that children
are starving in Maine? What?
You mean you didn't know
that children are starving in
Maine? Then it's time you
bloody-well found out! Maya
Angelou's video "America's
Children: Poorest in a und
of Plenty," examines the way
children are being ignored,
underfed and institutionally
mistreated in the rountry
Mssrs. Bush and Reagan
(among others) have designated "Number One." (In
what area, specifically?

• Down to the sea in poop:
Saturday is a good day to hit
the beach, to recline in piles
of discarded beer cans amidst
the unparalleled splendor of
styrofoam and flying paper,
whilst the gulls sweetly
serenade you with their
characteristic cry of 'Wbere's
the beach, you wretched,
dysfunctional, excrement-for
brains ronsumer type?"
(Freely translated, of course.)
There's an ocean of crap on
the beach. What will you do
about it? Join one of these
groups for Clean Up the
Coast Day: The Casco Bay
Greens, 9:30 a.m. on the Back
Cove (879-8710). MOAC, 10
a.m. on the Eastern Prom.
(775-3697.) Friends of the
Wells National Estuarine
Research Reserve, 9 am at the
uudholm Farm, Wells. (6461555).

Hypocrisy? Insensitivity?
Rapirie greed?) This four-star
video event is free and open
to the public, and will be run
at 7:30 p.m. and 9 p.m. in
room 104, Olin Arts Center,
Bates College, Lewiston. For
more information, call 7866330.

• Do you run into more aad
more "Sea Gull on Pilings"
paintings and lobster-motif
reliefs as you make your
rounds about the local art
scene? When was the last
time you saw a piece that you
could respond to in English
without using words like
"thingness" and "otherness"?
And who funds all this art
stuff and why would they
want to do a thing like that?
To put it another way: What

• Over the last 80 years, the
U.s. of A. has sent the
Marines way down South a
total of 33 times. This sort of
periodic vacation-with-an-

attitude rosts money - a
whole pile of money - not to
mention lives lost in the
process. How much money?
Put it this way: there are a
total of about 250 million
people currently living in
Central America and the
Caribbean basin. For what
we've paid to do this, we
rould have made every man,
woman and child now living
in the region a millionaire
many times over. But the
American way has always
been to insist that socioeconomic problems can be
solved with military force. Do
you agree? If not, you can
join the people of Peace Walk
'90. The Maine Peace Campaign and the Maine Coalition for Peace & Justice in
Central America in Partnership are sponsoring peace
walks in the following places:
Portland (call 772-0792),
Bangor (call 827-3107),
Lewiston/ Auburn (call 7848933), and Bucksport (call
469-7144). Peace: say it with
feet!

• Tough questions revisited
revisited: The World Affairs
Council presents Tyrus W.
Cobb, special assistant to the
President in the National
Security Council, and Paul F.
Walker, director of the
Institute for Peace and
National Security in Cambridge, for a debate entitled
"Soviet Military Strength and
World Security." Resolved:
"The Soviet mili tary is a
threat to peace." They still
have those nasty nuclear
missiles, and the Red Army,
and the spots on Gorbachev's

forehead, and God knows
what else, so maybe they are.
Right? Should be a toughie.
Admission: $S public, WAC
members and USM community free. 7:30-9 p.m. Luther
Bonney Auditorium, USM,
Portland. For more information, call 780-4551.

• Yo, rock star: How do you
look in spandex leotards?
Professional? Do you have
'The Look?" Have your back
teeth been pulled to give
your face that sucked-in,
petulant pucker? Has your
hair been teased and
bleached until it's bimboblonde? Have you passed
your initial MTV screen test?
Oh, yeah: it's a minor point,
but how do you sound? Can
you play your instrument in
public? As unlikely as it may
seem these days, you've got
to consider the possibility
that your tape machine may
break down when you're on
tour. You'll be up there
grinding your hips in front of
a million people and then Whoops! No music. What's a
rising star to do? One way to
get ready for this eventuality
is to get out and practice
actually playing and singing
in front of a live audience.
Tonight's the night, dude! It's
Open Mike Night at the
Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett
St., S. Portland. Get out there
and do music! It'll look good
on your roOOn' resume. For
more information, call 7674627.

.. Holy mackerel! Such a
deal! It's "A Little Lunch
Music," a bag lunch/preseason roncert preview with

the Portland String Quartet,
highest noon at the First
Parish Church Parish House,
425 Congress St., Portland.
This concert is (gasp) Free!
Pack your lunch; purchase
roffee and dessert when you
get there. This is an excellent
opportunity to meet the
quartet and enjoy an overview of the coming season.
For more information, call
761-1522.
• Holy pickerel! Way to go!
It's Emanuel Axe and Yo-Yo
Ma, the funkiest classical
piano and cello duet in the
free world, 7:30 p.m. at the
Portland City Hall Auditorium. This roncert is (gasp)
Kinda Expensive! (And
justifiably so. This will be a
memorable evening.) Tickets:
$12,$22,$30,$37.50. For
more information, call 7728630.

• Amazing multicultural
event #1: 'The moon is
nothing/ But a
circumambulatory
aphrodesiac/ Divinely
subsidized to provoke the
world/ Into a rising birthrate." So wrote Christopher
Fry in 'The udy's not for
Burning Ill." Can you dig it?
Can you see the moon - that
wicked old harvest moon - as
a Cupid in green cheese? If
so, you should rome down to
the Cafe No tonight for a
traditional, middle autumn
Chinese Moon Festival, rosponsored by the ChineseAmerican Friendship Association of Maine, starting at 8
p.m. Poets and musicians are
encouraged to bring their
favorite moon poems and
moon songs to share at this
special celebration. There is a
piano available-bring other
instruments if desired.
Traditional Chinese
Mooncakes and green tea will
be available, as well as the
regular menu. The Cafe No is
divinely located at 20

Feet for peace.
See Sept.30.

Danforth St, Portland. For
more information, call 7728114.
• Amazing multicultural
event #2: Portland Performing Arts kicks off its
Multicultural Festival with a
performance by the 36member Classical Dance
Company of Cambodia
tonight at 8 p.m. (The last
Cambodian rourt dancers
were here in 1971, just before
the genocidal rush of the
Khmer Rouge. Fewer than a
dozen of the 45 dancers that
toured here survived the
Killing Fields. This is indeed
a historical show.) The
Company will be acrompanied by a romplete pinpiat
orchestra rompany. Says
right here: "Dancers must
train from early childhood to
achieve the suppleness and
grace required to curve and
angle their bodies into the
dance's breathtaking and
impossible gestures." How
many breathtaking and
impossible dances have you
seen lately? Probably none.
Want to see some? Show up
at the Portland Performing
Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave.,
tonight at 7 p.m. for free
Khmer food and some really
transcendent entertainment.
For ticket prices and more
information, call 761-0591.

• Amazing multicultural
event #3: It's a multicultural
extravaganza! A big, big deal!
Portland Performing Arts
presents the serond night of
their Multicultural Festival.
Appearing tonight will be
Grupo Fortaleza (who will
perform Andean music on
pan-pipes, quatro, charango
and walaycho); AI Gardiner
(an oud player of gigantic
stature, backed by his
Armenian Music Ensemble),
traditional Vietnamese
dancer Chi Potter; and Ric
Palieri (a Polish-American
player on the rare and
beautiful Polish bagpipes).
And if all that is not enough
for you, Jill Linzee of the
Refugee Arts Group will
present an exhibition on the
world's immigration to
Maine, and Abrahim

7 p.m. - free eats to be
included in the price of
admission! For ticket prices
and more information, call
761-0591.

• Like your lizards big, ugly
and extinct? USM Gorham
presents a Dinosaur Film
Festival, a yer-basic, cinematic, it's-roming-to-getme-movie thing, as weB as
cartoons and clay-animated
features depicting dinosaurs
exhibiting various domestic
behaviors, like roaring and
biting other dinosaurs' heads
off and stuff. Refreshments
will be served during
intermission and the Geoscience Wing of Bailey Hall
will be open to the public.
This frightening, slimy,
gruesome event takes place
from 1 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in
room 10 of USM's Bailey
Hall, Gorham. For more
information, call 780-5350.
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CLASSICAL DANCE CO.
Of CAMBODIA
36 Doncro & lvWoons
Direct Irom Phnom Penh
lsi US Tour
lavish & Breolhlaking

Thursday,

October 4

WORLD MUSIC
& DANCE
Groupo Fortaleza
BorMan quintet
Chi Potter
Vietnamese Donee
AI Gardner &
His Armenian Ensemble
Ric Polieri Petrsh bogppes

Friday, October5
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also try our
Hot Soups, Vegetable Stews,
and More!
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10 Exchange St.• Portland

Mon.-Fri. 7am4pm
591 Congress SL • 772-0702
across from Portland Museum of Art

Take out & NOW

DELIVERY!
to:
Portland Penninsula,
South Portland
& Cape Elizabeth
-some restrictions apply
-dosed mondays

767-7119
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BRING HOME THE
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AWARD WINNER AT THE
'CHOCOLATE LOVERS' FLING:
1987.1989.1990
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Community
Cable Network

WHAT'S
WHERE

. . . 011/28/10
Living Tlpl.tril.:
Recognizmg Certified Nurses
Assistants (112 hour)
A yllr 01 Art: Porkopolis (112 hour)
City Arts: An Update on Area Events
(1/2 hour)
Sebago Maqazlne:
Dirty Campaigns: An Historical
Perspective (112 hour)
Gourmet Cooking Mad. Healthy:
Poultry Pleasure (1 hour)
Power Ind SIIIII Theallr:
A Review 01 Local Area
Performances (1/2 hour)
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Nickelodeon
Temple and Middle, Portland.
772-9751
First matinee Friday and
Saturday only
Wild at H. .rt (R)
7, 9:25 (through Sep 27)
I Come In Peace
1 :25, 3:55, 7:20, 9:20
(from Sep 28)
Narrow Margin (R)
1 :05,3:35,7:10,9:35
Poatc.rda
from the Edge (R)
1 :10,3:45,7:20,9:40
Death W • ..,.nt (R)
1 :25, 3:55, 7:25, 9:50
Pump Up the Voluma (R)
1 :15, 3 :40, 7:15, 9:45
Flatllner (R)
1 :05, 3 :55, 7:05, 9:40
Witch. . (PG)
1 :20,3:50

Programs premiere Fri. 7-1Oprn,
and are repealed Sat. - Mon.
1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues., Wed.,
& Thurs. 9am-noon.
Cable Channel 37 in Portland...So.
land, Cape Elizabeth, Falmoum, &
borough. Channel varies In Gorham.

10 Exchan

SL, Portland 772-9600

General Cinemas
Stree, and MacL.ln. In "Postc.nb from the Edge,

Support the Congressional Candidate of the 90's!
music provided by Red Light Review

t~~Odona~n)~1
UPCOMING
A_POLlTIXCA YCONCERTS*V
'( /'\
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-*

9/26... Merle Saunders &The Rainforest Band
9/28 &29'~loudon Wainwright III
(travel as far as you have to to see this show!)
10/S"'Ronnie Earl &Broadcaster

THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 21

THRILLER
THURSDAY
GREG POWERS OJ.
Introducing Laser

Karaoke

YidBo Sing Along Entlrtainment

SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 30

HEADLINER COMEDY

HEADLINER: MIKE MCDONALD
ALSO: A COUPLE OF SKIRTS

D~'~'"

DOORS OPEN AT 1. NO COVER !!I
FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 28

THANKWMGX
IT'S FRIDAY

4·6 WI GREG POWERS
Fantastic HapPl Hour Buffet
Coors Ite 4·7,
$1.93 Well Drinks 4·7
1st 200 pep/'
ill fill FREE an.r1 P,III,

93,

-

SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 29

DANCING TO THE

50'S & 60'S
1st 200 p.op/,
In fDrFREEI

Dpen
al7

TUESDAY OCTOBER 2

Dance
Lessons
7:30-8:30

by a professional
Instructor
Continued danclnH
to COUNTRY MUS C
Beer Specials all nil/hI
lonl/
Doors open al 7

WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 3

WILD 'N' WACKY
WEDNESDAY
PHISH
Tlx $8 advanca. $8
door
Doors open@7
Tlx avallabla al
T·Blrda
.. tha Racord
Exchanga

ME·

U

Postcards and other disasters
When writers discuss narrative, the reminder "show, don't tell" is
often heard. Apparently this reminder, if ever uttered in Hollywood,
has not been spoken for some time. Movie makers and screen writers
are systematically destroying what was once a predominantly visual
medium. Tell, tell, tell ... and if an audience still can't figure it out, tell
them again. "Postcards From The Edge" is the latest example of this
utterly vacuous entertainment. Everything that is supposed to be
going on - tension, struggle, feeling - is communicated not by the
characters but through bits and pieces of explanatory dialogue, which
usually fail to communicate anything either. As far as narrative is
concerned, "Postcards" is also an utter disaster.
"Postcards From The Edge" is based on a story by Carrie Fisher
about her life and growing up with Mom (Doris Day) and Dad (Eddie
Fisher}. It's the story of a poor little rich kid from Beverly Hills who
takes too many drugs, goes to rehab and gets her life back.
Meryl Streep plays Suzanne Vale, not Carrie Fisher. (Is this literary
device intended to distinguish "Postcards" from literary garbage like
"Mommy Dearest"?) The movie opens on the set of a b-movie. When
Suzanne comes out of her dressing room with a runny nose, the
director publicly humiliates her, threatening to fire her if she doesn't
stop doing drugs on his time. Although the movie doesn't show or tell
much at this point, one can guess, after the fact, that the humiliation
pushes Suzanne to the edge. She goes on a bender that lands her in
the emergency room where her stomach is pumped.
The movie continues, interminably. With one or two hints from the
dialogue, ii's revealed that Suzanne has had a long struggle with
drugs and hasn' t had a happy home life. But the story isn't that easy
to fathom, because the movie really isn't about drug addiction or a
woman's relationship with her mother. Althought the characters talk
about it incessantly, no one can show it. "You hurt me once" lines
every once in awhile don' t cut it.
Maybe the movie isn't about drug addiction and unhappy relationships. Maybe it's about recovery and reconciliation . At least, that is
what seems to be selling at the box office. But this is even worse.
Celebrating the solution without ever having examined, narratively or
otherwise, the problem, is less than a movie. There's no story, no
tension, no struggle, no feeling . Is this supposed to engage the
attention of adults? Apparently so.
OK, I admit it. I'm at the end of my rope. I've just sat through too
many movies lately that have been about nothing and now I'm
lashing out at a movie, which had four -I counted them· brilliant
touches that transcended the lame story, like the scene in the rehab of
an emotional group session complete with people playing ping pong
in the background. But despite director Mike Nichols' creative insight
flickering through on the fringes, it appears that he was utterly at a
loss to improve the story's center.
Shirley MacLaine, despite herself and despite her previous Mom
role in that saccharine manifesto of the '80s, "Terms of Endearment,"
actually delivers the movie's best performance. Meryl Streep's is
average, which is still better than most, bul even she couldn't save
this one. She emotes a lot, but she doesn't seem to be working with
any material.
If you're looking for a touching story, stay far, far away from the
movie theaters, and get yourself a good book.

Ann 5itomn

Not all is Ios/, 1rJJwever. There's stiU the past. The series ofc/assic films II/
the Portltmd Musewm of Art lIPId The Movies 0/1 Exclumge Street continues
with one example lifter IlnotheT of riveting r11117IItiw films. Don't miss them.

Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road
774-1022
My Blue Heaven (PG)
1 :45, 4, 7:10, 9 :30
(through Sep 27)
Pacific Heights (R)
I, 3:15, 5:30, 7:45, 10
(from Sep 28)
GoodFellow. (R)
1,4,7, 10
Funny About Love (PG)
1 :45, 4 :15, 7:15,9:30
Hardware (R)
1,3:05, 5 :10, 7:15, 9:20
Presumed Innocent (R)
1 :30, 4:15, 7, 9 :45
Daft(man (R)
1,3:15, 5:20, 7:30, 9:45
Ghoat (PG)
1 :30,4:15,7,9:50

The Movies
10 Exchange Street, Portland
772-9600
Thelonlou8 Monk:
Straight No Chaser
Sep 26-30
Wed-Sat 7, 9
Sat-Sun Mal at 1
My SWeet Little VlII..Sep 29-Oct 2
Sat-Sun Mat 3
Sun-Tue 7, 9
The XXII Internatlon.1
Toum_ of Animation
Oct 3-9
Wed-Sal 7, 9:15
Sat-Sun Mat 1, 3
Special series:
Art Introduction to Film.
October (Ten Days That
Shook The World)
Sep 29-30, 5 pm

Portland
Museum of Art
Congress Square
775-6148
The Love of Jeanne Ney
Sep 30, 2 pm
Storm Over Asi.
Oct 4, 7 pm

Bowdoin College
Brunswick
725-3151
Don Carto
Sep30,7pm
Kresge Auditorium,
Visual Arts Center
Shoeh (Part 1)
Oct 3, 7:30 pm
Smith Audtorlum,

Sills Hall

SILVER
SCREEN

badgering of Ihe same subjecl all fil inlo
place. "Shoah' isdisturbing ; the leelings
of the survivors and Ihe altitudes of Ihe
people who lellhe persecution continue.
have changed litlle in lhe lasl 40 years .
The movie will be shown over four
Wednesdays al Bowdoin.
Storm Over MI. V.I . Pudovkin's silenl
film is aboul a Mongolian Irapper who
discoveIsheisadesoendantofGhenghis
Khan.
Thelonlu. Monk- St ....lght No Ch_r
A problem wilh lhe release of the 16mm
version of Ihis documentary on Ihe lile
and music 01 one of the greatesl jazz
pianisls ever, delayed ils Portland premiere a few roore monlhs. Direclor
Charlotle Zwerin examines Monk's
enigmalic IT'lJsic, incorporating footage
from a European tour when Monk was at
his best.

o.tunan is a fantasy aboul a disfigured
scienlist who uses synlhelic skin 10
Iransformhis face into Ihalof his enemies.
Unlortunalely the disguise doesn'l lasl
forever. exposing his lrue and hideous
visage.
o..h Warrant Muscle-bound delective
(Jean-Claude Van Damme) gels a look
at prison Irom Ihe olher side of the bars.
Don Carto Verdi's opera can be seen on
video as part 01 Bowdoin College's
"Opera: Love Somelimes Conquers All"
series. Die-hard opera fans might think
the drive norlh worth the trip to view
Verdi 's 215-minule masterpiece.
Funny About Lov. Gene Wilder. Christine Lahti, Mary Stuart Masterson and we fear - lhe lalking baby from "look
Who's Talking' slar in Ihis comedy direeled by Leonard Nimoy. What's il
aboul? Your guess is as good as ours.
Are you gonna wager six bucks on Ihis
one?
H.rdware is a science fiction Ihriller set in
lhe nOI-too-dislanllulure slaring a hosl
olunknowns. You golil : no one here has
lhe vaguesl notion what Ihis one's about Witches Based on a story by Roald Dahl.
"Wilches" is a contemporary fairy tale
I Come In Peac. Thewaron drugs rooves
about witches who lum children inlo
10 ouler space. A Houston cop and his
mice. The siory has a perverse appeal.
partner chase an inlergalaclic drug run·
The sullry and cold Angelica Hus lon is
nero Dolph Lundgren is the primary al·
casl in Ihe role of a witch . Nicolas Roeg
Iraction 01 this one.
promises 10 uncover childhood fears in
International Tourne. of Animation
lhe same unrelenling way he looked al
The annual celebralion of inlernailonal
loneliness, doubt and other grown-up
animailon comes to Portland for one
lears in movies like "Insignificance:
week. Short an imated lealures Irom the
"Performance' and "Track 29." Playing
U.S .. Canada. France, Japan and some
against Ihese expeclalions, unforlueven roore exotic places will be lealured
nalely. is Ihe crealor ollhose adorable
Th. King of New Yorl< Chrislopher
muppels, Jim Henson. If "The Wilches'
Walken is a relormed crime boss who,
were jusl aboul Ihe witches it would be
upon his release from prison. Iries to
belter. Roeg takes a perverse pleasure
help his fellow man .
in watching the wilches lorment children.
'The Love Of Jeann. Ney G.W. Pabsl's
Huston plays lhe role of the Grand W~ch
1927 silenl fiimtells the tale of a romance
superbly. She's rulhless and hideous,
belWeen a French bourgeoise woman
Ihe ullimate tormentor. The special efand a young Russian commu nisi. Pianisl
fects lhat show her wearing her true
Danny Plall provides a live piano
cotors are marvelous.
soundlrad< for the film. PIaI1 has been
playing piano for Ihe classics since Ihe
classocs had lheir firsl run.
My Blue ~n Sieve Marbn and Rick
Moranis star in this comedy wril1en by
Nora Ephron (·When Harry Mel Sally")
aboul an liallan hood who's hidden in
suburbia by the F.B.1.
MyS-tLHtI.VUlag.Czechosiovakian
director Jiri Menzel's 1896 movie is indeed aboul a sweet lil1le village and a
nasty party bureaucral from oul of lown.
who lries 10 tal<e advantage of the village.
Narrow M>orgln Ann AIcher wilnesses a
gangland IT'lJrder ;Gene Hackman keeps
c'''
her alive. Lois of aclion, great casl.
October (Ten Days That Shook 'The
Wortd) Sergei Eisenstein's 1927 silenl
documenlary was commissioned to
commemorate the 10th anniversary of
the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia. The
roovie reeounls the revolulion against Cunner (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown SI. Portlhe Czar, lhe storming of the Winler
land. 772-7891.
Palace and the evenlual triumph of the C.ry Wlttn.r and Mergu.rlt.
Bolsheviks
""-rnIII'In (jazz) Cale No. 20 Danforth
P8clflc Heights Malthew Modine and
SI, Porlfand. 772-8114.
Melanie Grilfith playa young couple who
'The Sen. . (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Markel
buy an old house and, alier lots of hard
SI, PorHand. 774-5246.
wort<. rent an apartment in their newly
renovaled home to a psychopath DavId Kelly Band (rock) Old Port Tavem ,
11 Moullon SI. Portland. 774-0444.
(Michael Keaton) . The plOI synopsis and
Carol
and the Ch.nn .... (rock) Spring
the casl mighllead you to believe Ihis is
Poinl Cafe. 175 Pickell St. S . PorUand.
going 10 be funny. Don't be fooled . The
767-4627.
comIng allraclions indicale thallhis roovle
takes itself seriously (Modine in overalls Flash Alten (piano) Lillie Willies, 36
Markel St, Porlland. 773-4500 .
and all) .
Postcard. from the Edge Mike NIchols Boz and Th. Boss (acouslic)
Horselealhers, 193 Middle SI. Porlland.
("The Graduate' and "Silkwood') directs
773-3501 .
Meryf Streep and Shirley Maclaine in a
comedy about the relalionship belWeen Creg Pow.... • Laser Karaoke (inleraclive enlertainment) T-Bird·s. 126 N. Boyd
a celebrity room and her drug-addicted
St . Porlland. 77HI040.
daughler. based on the novel by Carrie
DIII'I.n Brahm••nd the Souf Miners.
Fisher.
Knot. and Crone. (acouslic rock)
Pump Up Th. Volume lackles 100 much :
ZoolZ, 31 Foresl Ave , Portland. 773hogh school. love. music censOlstnp, FCC
8187.
regulations and rebellion. The tenuous
plot and bland direction of this movie
aboul a l890ager who broadcasls from
an under9round radio station in his
suburban home take away from what
really workS: Christian Sialer's performanoe and lhe way he interacts wilh the
fabulous soundirack.Slaler plays lhe shy. Carol .nd the Charm.rs (rock) Spring
Poinl Cafe, 175 Pickel1 SI. S. Porlfand.
frightened and confused leenager as
767-402.7.
well as he plays the loquacious Harry
Hard-On . Lislening to Harry describe Stephen Blum Group (jau) Cafe No. 20
Danforth St. Portland . 772-8114.
whal ails Ihe world and watching him
thrash around 10 banned songs is a Steel Cow plus Secret Surprl•• CUftt
movie in iiseH.
(rock) Geno's. 13 Brown SI. Pordand.
772-7891.
Shoah The long (very long - 9 hours or so)
documentary on the Holocaust will, al 'The s.n.. (rock) Moose Mey. 46 Markel
SI, Portland. 774-5246.
momenls, make you wonder if a betler
job mighl have been done editing the David Kelly Band (rock) Old Pori Tavem .
film . Bul Ihe repealed images. the
11 Moullon SI, Portland. 774-0444 .
persistenlquestioning and the relenlless Roy F....z_ Jazz (jau) lillie Willies, 36
Markel SI. Pordand. 773-4500.

CLUBS

THURSDAY 9.27

FRIDAY 9.28

Hoodoo Klngs(jazz, rock) Horselealhers,
193 Middle St. Portland. 773-3501.
Brok.n Men. From Good Home. (rock)
Dry Dock, 84 Commercial SI, Portland.
774-3550.
The Governm.nt (rock) The Pound,
Shore Rd. Cape Neddock. 363-5471 .

FR

ARK

SATURDAY 9.29
Roy Fraz. . Jazz (jau) Little Wi lie's, 36
Markel SI, Pordand. 773-4500.
Lars Vag_. laughing Acad.my (rock)
Gena's ,13 Brown St. Portland. 772-7891 .
Stephen Blum Group (jazZ) Cafe No. 20
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.
Kar.ok. (inleractive entertainment)
Horsefealhers. 193 Middle SI, PorHand.
773-3501.
HRB (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickel1
SI. S . Portland. 767-4627.
SwIft Icecubea (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Markel SI. PorUand. 774-5246.
Brok.n M.n, From Good Hom. . (rock)
Dry Dock, 84 Commercial St, PorUand.
774-3550.
Isf.ndalde (raggae) The Pound. Shore
Rd. Cape Neddick. 363-5471 .

PASTAS &

WHOLESALE AND R

:
:

I

DOLLAR

I

LUNCH

.}.,WITH THIS COUPON

REG. $4.94

I
I
I

HOT PASTA SPECIAL WtTH BREAD,
BUTTER AND BEVERAGE.
EXPIRES I
10/31/90

•

58 MARKET STREET, OLD PORT 773-7146 I
Open Every Day Mon, through Sat. 11·6:30
~I

I

I

----------------------

SUNDAY 9.30
Op.n Mik • . Geno's 13 Brown St, Portland. 772-7891 .
Op.n Mike Night. Uncle Billy·s. 60 Ocean
SI. S . Portland. 767-7119.
Cafe No Jazz Jam , Open jam session
wilh rylhm seclion (byo jazz) Cale No, 20
Danforlh SI. Portland. 772-8114.
Ric Edmiston (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Markel SI. Porlland. 774·5246.
Headliner Comedy with Mike
McDonald. A Couple of Skirts
(comedy) T-Bird's, 126 N. Boyd SI. Portland. 773-8040.
Slaid Cleves .nd the Moxie Men (rock)
Gril1y McDuff·s. 396 Fore S~ PorHand.
772-2739.

175 Picketl St,. Soulh Portland 767-4627

eeeTHIS

MONDAY 10.1

Open Mike Night wfth ....ar CIe.on,
Spring Poinl Cafe. 175 Pickel1 SI, S.
Portland. 767-4627.
Up In Smoke (roovie) Moose Alley, 46
Markel St . PorUand. 774-5246.
L. . Sharl<ey (poetry reading) Cafe No.
20 Danforth SI, Portland. 772-8114 .
Country D.nc. (inslruclion and danoe)
T-Bird's. 126 N. Boyd SI, Portland. 7738040.
DannyGravie (piano) Gr~1y McDutrs, 396
Fore SI, Portland. m-2739.

WEEKeae
~~ia\h'

Open Mike Night, Raoul's, 865 Forest
Ave. Portland. 773-6886.
Monday Night Football (enlertalnmenl)
Moose Alley. 46 Markel SI. Portland.
774-5246.

TUESDAY 10.2

~~

STEAMY
BLUES
SMOKIllT'
BOOGIE

CLASSIC

e:::....,..l---'jROCK

Thur. & Fri.
9/27 & 9/28

Sat. 9/29

EVERY MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL ON OUR WIDE-SCREEN lV
ALWAYS FOOD & DRINK SPECIALSI

*

*

EVERY TUESDAY OPEN JAM wllh PETE GLEASON. 8:00

Head east on Broadway, take the last right on to Pickett_
Plenty of trouble free parking!

WEDNESDAY 10.3
Jimmy Lyden .nd Cart Dlmow (jau)
Cafe No, 20 Danforth St . Portland. 7728114.
Acoustic Classic: Michael O'lSnen,
Chrl. Paulson, Mark Madozny
(acoustic) Horsefealhers. 193 MiddleSt,
Porlland. 773-3501 .
Tom Andrews Benefit with the Red
Light Revue (pololics, rOCk) Raoul's. 865
Foresl Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Bachefor Night (xxxxx) Moose Aley, 46
Market St. Portland. 774-5246.
Phlah (rock) T-Bird's, 126 N. Boyd SI.
Pordand. 773·8040.

DANCING
Zootz, 31 Forest St, Portland . Wed:

Progressives. Thu : Live Music. Fri: Post
Modern - Chern Free: Sat: Cul1ing Edge
Dance; Sun: Request Night. 773-8187.
'The Moon. 42S Fore St. PorUand. Open
nightly. 8 pm on ... Fri-Sat unlil3 am. No
cover. 871-()663.
Salut... 20 MHkSI. Portland. Open nightty
until 1 am. No caver. 774-4200.
Bounty. 200 Riverside SI, Portland. Fridays. 18+. Open Fri-SatunIil3am. Opens
Sun-Thu at 8 pm. 772-8033.
T·Blrd·s. 126 N. Boyd 51, Portland. FriSat Dancing '50s & '60s. 773-8040.

OmtinJUJi on ""go 16

I
I
I
I
I
I

LIVE MUSIC THIS WEEKEND
Friday, Sept_ 28 &
Saturday, Sept" 29

&plmtber 27, 199U 17 -

WVWCA
HI Sn'lt1, I Strc'C't Portlllt'd

In support of the
changing face of
Portland
Beth Warren
AMociete \lice President of Human
Re.!OUf'Ces, USM;
ChD; Maine Humsn Right.
Commission

will address the YWCA
Fall Membership Meeting,

October 2
7:45am Continental Breakfast
8:00am Program
The Meeting is free and
open to the public
YWCA's One Imperative:
The Elimination of Racism
for more info, please call us

AUGUST GARDENS
24 CITY CENTER
pORTLAND 'MAINE 04101

at 874-1130

828-2000

Ctmti1tUl!d frolf

pag~
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CON
CERTS
FRIDAY 28
LoucMn Wlllnwright III (folk rock) 9 pm,
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-

6886.

Your Feet
Never Felt
This Good
Some people call them a walking
miracle. Whatever you call them, if
you knew what they felt like, you 'd
be wearing them now.

Bi..kendo.:k·

SATURDAY 9.29
Circle of Sound: Bound For Glory (folk)
7:30 pm. Catherine McAuley High
School. 631 Stevens Ave, Portland. $8
In advance. $10 at the door. 773-9549.
Louden Wainwright III (folk rock) 9 pm.
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-

6886.

"Mystery of EdwIn Drood," a musical
adaptation of a ChaI1es Dickans work,
wiN be presented by the Portland Lyric
Theater. Sep28-Oct 14. Show times are
8 pm Fri & Sat nights and 2:30 pm Sun·s.
176 Sawyer St. S . Portland. For reservations, call 799-1421 or 799-6509.
Performanc. artist Dan Hurfln will
appear in his on&-man production of" A
Cool MiRion," an adaptation of the 1920's
novel by Na1l1aniel West, from which
Hurlin presents some fihy characters.
The performance is the "tale ofacountry
bumpkin. Lerruel Pitkin, seeking his fortune in 1I1e shark-filled waters of free
enterprise." Sep 28-29 at 8 pm. Tickets
are $7 in advance and $9 at door. for
children and senior citizens $3 in advance and $5 at door. Tickets availabfe
at Bowdoin College's Moulton Union.
MacBean's Music In Brunswick,
Amadeus Music in Portland and Record
Connection in Waterville. Bowdoin's
Pickard Theater, Brunswick. 725-3003.
Talking Drums Opens Bowdoin's 199091 Concert Series Since its formation In
1983, 1I1e Talking Drums West African
Music and Dance Ensemble has delighted audiences with its blend of rhythrrusic played on hand-carved in·
struments, West African dancing and
vibrant costumes. Bo1l1 Abraham Lobena
Adzinyah. the leaderofTalking Drums,
and FreemanKwadzoDonkor, the dance
cirector, are recognized masters, and
are members of the Ghana Dance Ensemble. The two currently direct the
West Alrican music and dance programs
at Wesleyan University. Dance concert
begins at 7:30 pm on Sep 28 in Kresge
Auditorium, Visual Arts Center. Bowdoin
College. Brunswick. The concert is open
to the public, but there is limited seating.
Admission is $10 per person, $8 for
senior citizens, free to those with
Bowdoin 10. Tickets are available in
advance from the Moulton Union Events
Office, Mon·Fri from 8 :30 am-5 pm. In
addition, the group will give a workshop
on Sep 27 from 12:30-2 pm in Kresge
Auditorium. Open, free of charge, to the
public. For more information, call 7253747.

me

Kri.tlna Ols.n (folk) 8 pm, Center for the
Arts at the Chocolate Church in Bath.
Sep 29 at TICkets are $6 in advance or
$8 at the door. 442-8455.
Lazy Mercedes (folk) 7 :30 pm, Catherine
McAuley Auditorium at 631 Stevens Ave,
PorUand. 839~162 .
Th. New England Plano Quart.tt.
(classica~ 8 pm. Worils by Bee1l10ven,
Copland and Brahms Sponsored by River
Tree Arts. Concert preview at 4 :30 pm.
Tickets: $8 adults, $6 senior citizens, $5
children. Donation for the aftemoon preview program: $3. S. Congregational
Church, Kennebunkport. 985-4343.
Auditions for "Amahf and the Night
Visitors," Gian Carlo Mennoti·s one·
act opera about a Christmas miracle,
will be held Sep 30 and Oct 1, starting at
7 pm at the First Parish Congregational
Church, Main St, Freeport. 865-3768 or
865-6041.
"Don Carlo," opera sponsored by Audltlo. . for the 8th annual "Sofstlc.
Bowdoin's music dep~ at 7:30 pm in
Celebration" - Mid-Coast Maine's
Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center.
Christmas Revels, will be held on Oct 3
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. 725-3000
& 4 from 7-9 pm at the 88 String Guitar,
or 725-3259.
100 Front Street, Bath. The revelsdireotor, Edith Doughty, is looking for adults
and students in 7th-grade and older to
audtion with a song or poem with which
they're comfortable. Mrs. Doughty is
esp. looking for high school students to
be court jesters. 443-9603.
Portland MulU.cuHural C.lebratlon Portland Stag. will hold audition. for
Oct 4-5: cambodian Classical Dance
local actOl1l who wish to be considered
Company (pinpiat orchestra) 8 pm, Oct
for roles in this season 's mainstage pro4. Grupo Fortaleza (Andean folk) . Chi
ductions, Grassroots projects and 01l1er
Potter (Vl9tnamese dance) AI Gardner
performance opporlJnities. Auditionswill
and his Armenian Ensemble (Armenian
be Sap 29 & 30. 10 am-6 pm at the
folk), Ric Palieri (Polsh folk) beginning
Portland Perforrring Arts Cen\er, 25A
at 8 pm, Oct 5. Portland Perfoming Arts
Forest AY9. Portland. For an appl or
Center, 25A Forest Ave., Portland.
information. call 774-1043 .
TIckets: $12. 774-{)465.
The Th.ater Project of BruMwlck will
Robyn HHchcock. Oct 6 (Allernative
hold auditions for actors for its 90-91
acoustic music from Liverpool, England)
season. Season includes"The Boys Next
Oct 6, 7:30 and 10:30 pm, Kresge AuDoor: "Jacques Brei: "Macbe1l1" and
ditorium, Visual Arts Cenler, Bowdoin
"The American Dreams and Other
College, Brunswick. Admission $12
Dreams.·The Theater Project also plans
public, $6 students. 725-3000.
two Second Stage Productions, open to
people in the cornnunity: "The Phantom
Tollbooth" and "The Caucassian Chalk
Circle.' For more Information, call 7298584.
USM Children'. Chorus Seeks Young
Singers, ages &-13. Membership is
gained through audition or by recommendation by a school rruslc teacher.
Rehearsals are held Mon eves from
5 :45-7 :15 in CortheU Concert Hall on the
Gorham campus. Each fall and spring
semester will culminate in a performance. For more information or audtions. contact Dr. Betty Auerbury at 780Th.lmportanc. of Being Eamest The
5274 or the Concert Manager at 780City Theater Associates will be opening
5256.
their first production for 1I1e 1990-1991
season with Oscar Wilde's famous farcical comedy. Through Oct 7, Frl & Sat
eves at 8 pm. TICkets are $10, sun
matinee at 2 pm $7.50. AI seats are
reserved and can be obtained by phone
wHh Visa or Mastercard by calling the
box offoce al 282-0849 or at 1I1e box
office, 205 Maln St. Biddeford.
L.. Ual.o. . Dangereu_ The Mad
Horse Theater Company presents
Christopher Hampton's play of Intrigue.
passion, obsession and seduction set in
the decadenl culture of 18th-century
France. Sap 27~t 21 . Thu. Fri and Sat
at 8 pm, Sun at 7 pm. TICkets: $12-$15.
Mad H0fS9 Theater, 955 Forest Ave,
PorUand. 1=or more information, call 797 3338.

AUDITIONS

your Birkenstock store
337 Forest Ave.- Portland, Maine - 207-773-6601
Huge

rw.n1Oty. _pert ftttW'Ig, nwllofder nationwide, comphlte r9f)&Jr ~

SUNDAY 9.30

UPCOMING

Noel Paul Stookey
("Paul" of Peter, Paul & Mary)

& Bodyworks
presented in a benefit concert by
The Root Cellar" &

_...

I.I~'"
1\..
~1OO
,..
Friday, Oct 5, 1990 at 8:00 P.M,
Portland City Hall Auditorium
Tickets $14 available at
The Bible Bookstore· Auburn· Tel: 783-0687
The Servant Shop' Topsham' Tel: 725-4665
The Family Bookstore • Portland· Tel: 773-3226
Logos Book Store • Scarborough· Tel: 883-440 I
Wellspring Bookstore· Biddeford· Tel: 284-2082

*

The concert benefits Root Cellar Ministries, 22 Cumberland Ave.,
Portland is a non-profit. privately funded organization which operates a
drop·in center and activity and worship programs for Munjoy Hill kid •.
All proceeds of the concert will be used for its operalion. Root Cellar
Ministries seeks to reach out to youth with the living Gospel of Iesus
Chri. L For further information regarding the Root CeUar caU 774-3197

STAGE

ART
OPENING
Th. Art GIIII.ry At Six Deering Stre.t,
PorUand. "Like Fa1l1er. Like Son: an
exhibition of oil paintings, watercolors
and pastels byT .M. Nicholas and Caleb
Stone, will open on Sep 28 from 6-9 pm
with a preview/reception. An Open
House to visit with the artists is set for
Sap 29 at 11 am-5 pm. Show continues
through Oct 27. Gallery hours: Tu&-Sat
11 am-5 pm the first 2 weeks of the
mon1l1 ; thereafter. by chance or byappt.
772-9605.
Barrldoff Gal ........ 26 Free St. Portland. New watercolors by John Gable
Oct 4-Nov 3. Opening reception Oct 4,
5-7 pm. Gallery hours: Mon-Fri 10 am-5
pm, Sat 12-4 pm. 772-5011 .
Dean Val.ntga. Gall.ry, 60 Hampshire
St, PorUand. Frederick Lynch: an exhibit
of paintings (oil on panel). Opening r&ception Oct 5, 5-8 pm and gallery talk by
the artist Oct 1O. 7 pm; both open to the
public. Galery hours: Thu 12 noon-8
pm. Fri & Sat 12 noon-5 pm. Sun 12
noon-4 pm. and by appointment. 7722042.
Maine Audubon SocI.ty, Gilsiand Farm,
118 U.S. Rill 1, Falmouth. Anne Kilham,
exhibitofwateroolors, silkscreened note
cards and advent calendars from Oct 431 . Opening reception on Oct 4 from 47 pm. Hours: Mon-5at, 9 am-5 pm, Suns
and holidays n00n-5 pm. 781-2330.
Th. Pine Tre. Shop and Ba~.w
Gallery, 75 Market St, Pordand. A comprehensive exhibit of oils, watercolors,
and caseins by Kennebunkport artist G .
Phillip Richards, A. W.S . Opening r&ception Oct 10. 5-8 pm. Gallery hours:
Mon-Sat, 10 am-6 pm. 773-3007.

AROUND TOWN
Atelier Fr_lng. 82 Middle St. Portland.
"LitUe Paintings." selected works by
Marilyn Blinkhorn 1I1rough Sep 30. For
more infOfmation, call 774-2088.
Barrldoff Gall.rles, 26 Free St. Portland. Paintings by Robert Solotaire
through Sep 29. Also at the gallery is a
selection of 19th- and early 20ttH:entu ry
American paintings. Hours: Mon-Fri 10
am-5 pm, Sat 12-4 pm. 772-5011.
Bayvl.wGallery, 75 MarketSt, Portland.
Oil paintings by Scou Moore through
Sep 30; other exhibits by gaDery artists
include works by David Little. Orrin
Tubbs , Carol Hayes. Carol Sebold and
Helen SI. Clair. Hours: 10 am-6 pm
Mon-Sat. For more information, call 773-

3007.
Congr. . . Squar. Gall.ry. 42 ExchangeS~ Portland. "Mai1e Watercolor:
an exhibition of watercolors juried by
DeWitt Hardy, which will be on view
through Oct 15. Hours: Mon-Fri 11 am6 pm, Sat-Sun 12~ pm, Fri-Sat 7·9 pm.
774-3369.
Danforth Gallery, 34 Danforth S~ Portland. "Interpretations In Wood' exhibition by twelve sculptors inspired by the
fonIstsofMai1e. Through Sap 29. Hours:
11 am-5 pm T ue-Sat. For more information, call 775-6245.
Dlmora, 26 Exchange St, Porttand .
Handwoven rugs by Portland artist Thomas Patton through Sep 30. Also. recent work by Cheryl Boykin Bryant, Oct
1-31 . Hours: Mon-Wed 10 anHi pm,
Thu-5at 10 am-8 pm, Sun 10 am-5 pm.
For more information call 775-7049.
Eva. . Gall.ry. 7 Pleasant St. Portland.
"The Hidden World of the Nearby,' dy&transfer prints by John Wawrzonek.
whose large color prints examine the
colors and textures of the New England
landscape. ThroughOct20. Hours :TueFri 10 am-6 pm. Sat 11 am-4 pm. 879-

0042.

Gre.nhut Gallerfes, 146 Middle St. York Institute Museum, 371 Main St, Counseling Group for DtvorcJngJDlPortland. "Borrowed Views: works by
Saco. "Pants for Paintings" through midvorce<! Adults This 6-week group led
Portland artist Connie Hayes, 1I1rough
Oct. Hours: Tu&-Sat 1-4 pm, Thu 1-8
by S. Diane Paige, MA, specialist in
Sep 30. Hours: Mon-Sat 10:30 am-5:3O
pm. 282-3031 .
work with changing families, will !antapm. 772-2693.
tively start on Sep 26 from 6-7:30 pm.
Maine Emporfum, 65 York St, Portland.
Weekly topics will focus on moving
Worils by Maine artists Paul Alexandre
through emotional stages of divorce and
John,llene Elowitch, Louise H. Chapman
adjustment, helping your children with
and Gerald Dinsroore 1I1rough Sep 30.
their adjustment and building a different
871-0112.
relationship wi1l1 the ex-spouse. Call
828-0526 for more information. referral
Th. Joan Whitney Payson Gallery. Coracle. " Wickerwork" Ba.ket"like
Boats Portland Museum of Art presents
and/or screening .
Westbrook College. 716 Stevens Ave,
artist Stanley Joseph discussing the his- Energy Conservation Cfas ••• The
PorUand. Nancy Hemenway: Selections
tory of coracles. small. basket-like boats
from 1I1e Permanent Collection through
Energy Conservation Division ofthe Dept
made of wickerwork covered with waterOct 27. " Porkopolis: Sue Coe's muftiof Economic and Community Developtight material. Coracles were used by
media works on paper examining the
ment will conduct a series of workshops
the ancient Brnons and Romans and are
meat industry and, by implication .
on energy conservation 1I1is fall. Upon
still used as fishing vessels on the rivers
humanity's cruelty to humanity as r&completion of 1I1eworkshop, participants
and lakes of Ireland and Wales. Oct 4 at
fleeted in humanity's auelty to "lower"
win receive a certifICate for a 50 percent
5:15 pm. 775-6148.
fonns of life. Through Oct 28. Hours:
rebate up to $200 for weatherization
Tue-Fri 10 am-4 pm (Thu until 9 pm), Danforth Gallery invites visual artists to
materials, energy efficient lighting prodSat-Sun 1-5 pm. 797-9546.
present work for an exhibition of
uctsand heating systems main!anance.
"Emerging Artists: Required : the artist
The REAPworkshopswiU be conducted
Portland Museum of Art, Seven Conmust either reside or attend school in
through area adult education programs.
gress Square, Portland. Hours: Tu&Contact your local Adult Education DiMaine. Artists chosen by lottery. This
Sat. 10-5; Sun, 12-5; free on Thursday
exhibition allows emerging artists the
rector or the Energy Conservation Divievenings, 5-9. "Views From Rome from
sion at 289-6000 for workshop times
opportunity to show their works, receive
the Thomas Ashby Collection in the
professional reviews, possibly sel11l1eir
and places nearest you.
Vatican library: an exhibit of 81 drawwork and provides opportunities to intro- Infant P....ntlng classes are now being
ings and watercolors from the Renaisduce 1I1eir work and themselves to the
sance through 1I1e age of Romanticism
offered by Portland Public Heal1l1 for
art community. For more information,
(through Sap 30); "The Boat Show: FanPorUand residents. Meet other parents.
send SASE to Danforth Gallery, 34
tastic Vessels, Fictional Voyages: an
share ideas, frustrations and joys of
Danforth St, Portland ME, 04101.
exhibit featuring artists' interpretations
parenting. Class begins Nov 2. For more
of boats in a variety of media Induding Danforth Gallery is looking for submisinformation or to register. caD 874-8300
glass, wood, hay and fiber (through Oct
ext. 8784.
sions to the second annual Senior CHi28). 775~148 .
zens' Art Exhibit, 'Route 1 from Kilteryto The Ubertarl_
Having a Party
Brunswick:ASenior Perspective.·WOII(s
RiceHa'. Brick Oven Pizza, 29 WestGene Bums, talkshow host from WRKO
can focus on the past, present or future
ern Ave. S . Portland. "Self Portraits and
in Boston, will be the featured speaker at
and will be juried by Martin Dibner. Six
EIIOIUlion: work in a variety of medias
an "Introduction to Libertarianism' on
prizes wiN be awarded. Deadine for
and formats by Fran Mason . Through
Sap 28 at 7:30 pm at USM's Portland
submission of two- and three-dimenNov 1. 775-7400.
call1>us auditorium, 7 pm in Luther
sional works is Oct 1. For more InformaThe Splrtted Gourm.t, 142 St. John St,
Bonney Hall. For more information,
tion, send SASE to Danforth Gallery. 34
Portland. Mixed mecia art show 1I1rough
contacltheLlbertarian Party at P.O. Box
Danfor1l1 St, Portland, 04101 .
Oct 31 , with works by Randall Harris ,
699, Freeport 04032, or call 353-9711
or 1-800-682-1776.
Paul Hollingsworth, Terry McKelvey, Main. Art. Comml••lon Residency
Programs for Ethnic Minority Artists: NOW Take. Back the Night Greater
Alayne & Julianne Reed and Paul
Rod-igue. Hours: Mon-Fri 10 am-6 pm.
Through support 'rom the NEA, the
Portland NOW is olfering a Take Back
Corrrnission has funds available for Art·
Sat 9 am-I pm. For more information ,
the Night on Oct 6 at the Portland USM
ist in Residence programs thai engage
call 773-2919.
campus with the Rape Crisis Center. the
artists from ethnic minorities: especially
Stein Gallery ContemporaryGlasa. 20
Family Crisis Shelter, and the USM
Native American. Asian and AfricanMilk St. Portland. Three-dimensional
Women's Studies and Women's Forum.
American. Residencies must start no
abstract paintings in glass by Stephen
Event will include workshops beginning
earlier than Jan 1991. Sponsors
Nelson and DanielGaumer through Oct
at 12:30 pmon the following : Date Rape,
(schools, cultural institutions. or towns)
15. Hours: Mon-Sat 11 am-6pm. Sun 1Domestic Violence. Prostitution as a
or artists should conlact Nancy Salmon
4 pm. 772·9072.
form of violence against women , Men
or Sharon Townshend althe Maine Arts
and Feminism. and more. $5 suggested
University of Southern Maine, AR EA
Commission, 289-2724 by Oct 2 for
donation for the workshops. At 7 pm,
Gallery. Campus Center, 96 Falmouth
details.
there will be a rally with 3 speakers from
St. Portland . ·Worlds in Flux : Costumes
the sponsoring organizations. Child care
of East Asia." through Sep 28. Hours: Percent For Art Program What kind of
art is receiving funding in Maine? Find
available. For information or to reserve
Mon-Fri 7 am-lO pm, Sat-Sun 10 am-l0
out when Peter Simmons of the Maine
pm.
child care, call Jenniler al 871 -0618 or
Arts Commission discusses the Percen t
Kathryn at 879-0877.
Unlv.rslty of Southern Main. Art
for Art Program. Talk and slide presen- "Soviet Military Strength and World
Gallery, Gorham. ExhibiVgaliery talk,
tation at 7 :30 pm. Sep 26 at Maine
Securfty,· a debate presented by the
"Modern Image s: Early 20th-Century
Writers Center, 19 Mason St. Brunswick.
World Affairs Council. presents Tyrus
Prints from the Rothschild and
Free and open to the public.
Farnsworth Collections: Hours: SunW . Cobb. special assistant to the PresiWorld Class Weaving Nancy Lubin, a
dent in the National Security Council
Thu, 12-4 pm. 780-5409.
weaving designer specializing in color
and Paul F. Walker. director of 1I1e Indesign and President of Camden 's
stitute for Peace and National Security
Westem Maine Weavers , will conduct
in Cambridge. will debate whether the
weaving demonstrationsatthe LL Bean
Soviet military is a threat to peace. $5
retail store in Portland on the following
public. WAC members and USM comdates: Sap 27 from 11 am-4 pm. Sep 28
munity free . Oct I, 7:30-9 pm, Luther
from 11 am-5 pm, Sep 29 from 11 am-6
Bonney Auditorium. USM. Portland. 780The Art Gall.ry of the Chocolat.
pm, Sap 30 from 11 am-5 pm, Oct 1 from
4551.
Church. 804 Washington St, Bath.
11 am-4 pm. For more information, call Special Need. The Employment Coor"Figures and Faces: a juried show in
Catharine Hartnett at 865-4761 or Nancy
dinating Council of Southern Maine is
several visual mediums. Hours: Mon-Fri
Lubin at 236-4069.
10-4 ; Sat 12-4. For more inlormation .
sponsoring a series of three seminars
calt443-4090 or 371 -2144.
on transition geared towards special
needs youth and their families. Semi·
Bowdoin Colleg. Museum of Art.
nars: Oct 4. "Funding Agents" ; Oct 25.
Brunswick. ArI exhibit of color serigraphs
"Corrvnunity Providers': Nov 15, "Famby S.Harpsweli artist John Carman will
ily Advocar:.y: Child care and transporbe on display throughout Sep and Oct in
tation will be available for each seminar
Lancaster Lounge, Moullon Union . Open
by prior reservation. The building is fully
daily. 6:30 am-midnight. For more inforaccessible and interpretors will be on
mation, call 725-3254.
hand. For more information or reservaTh. Cry of the Loon Gallery, Rte 302 ,
tions, call 1-600-564-9696. Admission
S. casco, invites all artists in the Sebago
is free . Each of 1I1e seminars will be held
Lake Region, Including Gray, to submit
in Room250 from 7-9 pm, at PRVTC,I96
1 WC?rk of art, in any fine art media. to be
Allen Ave. Portland.
juried by Martin Dibner, Casco resident ,
Taol.m Lao Tzu's Tao Te Ching will be
writer and past director of 1I1e Joan
the focus of a group forming to discuss
Whitney Payson Gallery, Westbrook
the Taoist philosophy based on it. EmCollege. The work of art must be left at
phasis on reading and conversation .
the gallery for jurying Oct 13-14. Artists
Consideration 0' the art of whole and
wil be notified of acceptance by mail Oct
balanced living. Only (life) experience
17. For more Information . call 655-5060.
required . The group will rooet Wed's,
The Center of Nativ. Art , Rte I ,
beginning at 7 :30 on Oct 3. It will beheld
Woolwich. "If Indians Made Scrols," on&at Maybe Someday ... Bookstore, 195
man show of paperworks by Richard
Congress SI. It is free and all are welLee. T hrough Sap 30. 442-8399.
come. 774-9217 or 773-3275.
EI.m.nts Gall.ry. 56 Maine St ,
Writing Workshop Troy: "Studio PoBrunswick. "Rocks, Bones and Ancient
.try,· sponsored by Maine Writers &
Memories: Works in Clay by Squidge
Pub lishers Alliance, Oct 6 from 10 amDavis: From intimate to sculptural to
3:30 pm at1l1e Nightshade Press, on the
monumental. Squidge Davis' Objects
Ward Hill Road, Brunswick. Central
evoke our ancestors who first carved
Maine poets will have the opportunity to
bon esand stacked stones to express the
have their work critiqued by 3 editors:
sacred and create arl. Through Oct 20 .
Carolyn Page and Roy Zarucchi of
Hours: Mon-Sat, 10 am-S pm. For more
' Potato Eyes' and Diane Robinson of
information , call 729-1108.
"The Eleventh Muse." Cost is $30 for for
Hobe Sound Gallerl •• North, 58 Maine Confession. of a PIzza Maker Peaks
MWPA members, $35 for others. Pr&St, Brunswick. Works of NorikoSakanishi
Island resident C. W. Marshall will be
registration is required ; no Walk-ins adhaving an east coast debut and bookand Gary Ambrose will be included in a
mitted. Send payment to MWPA. 19
signing of his novel, "Confessions of a
two-person exhibit of recent work runMason St. Brunswick, ME 04011 . To
ning through Oct 15. Hours: Tu&-Sat
Pizza Maker: from 2-4 pm on Oct 6 at
reserve a space, call 729-6333
10:30 am-5 pm. For more information ,
Books Etc, Exchange St in the Old Port.
call 725-4191.
The book. reviewed as "enormouslywilty All classical guitar .nthuslasts are
invited to meet and play at 1I1e studio of
and entertaining: deals with a young
Thomas Memorfal Ubrary, 6 Scott Dyer
Michael Katz, 60 Cartyfe Rd, Portland,
man'sstruggleforidentityamidstapizza
Rd. Cape Elizabeth. Sculpture by
Sep 30 at 2 pm. For more information,
war raging between the powerful naConstance M. Rush on display 1I1rough
call 773-1133.
tionwide chain, Monopoly Pizza. and
Oct 12. Marble, soapstone and alabasthe small independent Seagull Pizza. It
ter sculpture. Hours: 9 am-5 pm Mon.
also expounds on the Ieaming process
Wed. Fri, Sat ; 9 am-9 pm Tue and Thu.
and the road to excellence as seen
For more Information, call 799-1720.
through the metaphor of pizza. All are
invited to attend. 766-2650.
Ctmlilfwd on 1"Ig~ 18
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Put your feet down for peace!

Sunday Sept. 30th
Deering Oaks Park, Portland
Peace Walk '90 is:
·A 10k (6.2 miles) Walk
·A benefit for the Maine Peace Campaign and
the Coalition for Peace & Justice
in Central America
·Your chance to make your support for
peace visible
f~\ ;

n

ar.

For more info
772-0792
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NEW
&

RECORDS
TAPES
CDs

USED

A holistic approaCh to
therapeutic massage by a
profeSSional experienced in
conventional medicine.

OUT OF TOWN

SENSE

~'" \

Program at noon featuring
·Jerry Geuesio, national
President of Vets for Peace
·Music by Siaid Cleaves
& the Moxie Men
·Activities for kidS!~

Kathie D. McGonagle, LPN, CMT
Therapeutic Massage
207-846-3306 or 781-5540

.- WITH THIS
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AD, $1.00 OFF ADULT ADMISSION TO DESERT-,

I

I

Come to Freeport, and Visit.""
I
I . - Desert of Maine
I . ' - :ftIIaine's Famous Natural Phenomenon
I
Giant Sand CAmes • Narrated Coach Tours' Nature Trails. Sand Mist
I
1783 Bam • World's Largest Sand Pajnling • Gift Shop' Store
I
Off U.S. Route 1 and 95 • Desert Rd .• Dept. V • Freeport 04032

II
I
I
I
I
I
I

Open May 10th - October 10th Tel. (20n 865-6962

I
I
-

I

-

-

-

-

-

- Limit One Coupon Per Person _ _ _ _ _ _c~J

-

CYR INDUSTRIES, INCe

Electrical Contractors
S9.2.-0119

or 1 .. S00...2.S7-WIRE

P.O . Box 2123, No. Windham, ME 04062

CELEBRATE YOUR CHILD"""
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WholisHc Center lor Children

Offers classes nurturtng well-being and self-esteem.
Includes: Yoga • Centering • Relaxatlon • Creativity.
Eight week S9S5i0ns begin October 15. ages 4-9.

Contact Marilee Muslers, Director

CaU 646-251If871-7444

87 HIGH ST. PORTLAND
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How To Trim
Your Budget
Without Cutting
The Essentials

Tanning
Nails
Skin Care
Hair Care
Color Analysis
Makeup Art
Waxing

Contin""d from PIlge17

Monkfish,
pan-blackened with
pecan butter

$8.95
One of many entrees under

$10

~
774-0203

14 Forest Ave -

Portland

ME 04101

The AIDS project needs casseroles and

desserts for 12·15 clienls and staff ev·
ery Thu eve during support group sessions. An eve meal is also needed on
Wed's for 10-20 people. Call CVA at
874-1015 10 volunteer.
Bowdoin College Museum of Art is
looking for volunteers to work as receptionists and sales clerks. Training
will be provided. Shifts are Tue-Satl0
am-I pm and 1-5 pm. For more information call Helen Dube aI725·3064.
Clean Up the Coast Day The Casco Bay
Greens will be cleaning up debris on the
..
Back Cove and the East End Beach on
Sep 29. For more information, call Neil
Taliento at 879-8710.
Coastal Clean-up MOAC invites you to
join in the coaslal clean-up effort. Meet
on Sep 29 at 10 am at the Eastern Prom' Chronic Fatigue Support Group meets
Congress St monument. Picnic and kite
the first and third Sun of every month
All wisdom sooner or later
flying afterwards. Call 775-3697.
from 4·5 pm in the Mercy Hospital basegets turned into proverbs. Here
Coastal Clean-Up Volunteers will meet
ment auditorium. For more information,
are a few to help explain the
as part of a nation-wide ellort to clean
call 775-2219 or 625·8412.
our coastlines. Bring a picniC lunch; bev- H,O.P.E. Self· help support groups with
Red Sox, September slide into
erage is provided. 9 am Sep 29 at the
hell and beyond.
facilitators meet weekly to help heal the
Wells National Estuarine Research Reemotional pain associated with serious
..-On the reason for it:
serve, Laudholm Farm Rd, Wells. 646diseases. Meetings are at Unity Church,
"The only true happiness
1555.
16 Columbia Rd, Portland. Tuesdays 2comes from squandering
Dial KIDS is telephone peer counseling
4 pm, 5-7:30 pm and Thursdays 10 amstaffed by trained teenagers. The proourselves for a purpose."
12 noon . There are also support groups
gram provides informalion ..referrals and
for the family and friends of the ill that
(Swedish proverb)
counseling to area teens gives the peer
meet Thu's, 7·9 pm. For more informa·
--On Roger Clemens' ailing
counselors a meaningful volunteer wor.
tion call f -800· 339· HOPE .
shoulder:
experience. Interested teenagers can Ingraham Volunteers Help available by
call 871-1015 during the day for an
"If fortune turns against
phone 24 hours a day. Call 774·HELP.
application, or call Dial KIDS at 774you, even jelly breaks your
Injured Workers Meeting for workers
TALK to talk to a volunteer about what
having difficulty wilh workman's compo
tooth." (Persian proverb)
they do. People who are accepted to the
system 7 :30 pm every Wed at Goodall
--On the Toronto Blue Jays:
program attend 27 hours of classroom
Hall next to Sanford Unitarian Church,
"When you have got an
instruction before going on the lelecorner of Lebanon and Maine St's,
phone.
elephant by the hind leg, and
Sanford.
Feel good about yourself and learn new
he is trying to run away, it is
Lesbian Survivor's Sharing A ten·week,
skills! You can make a difference! Volco-facilitated support group for lesbian
best to let him run." (African
unteer for Dial INFO and help people
survivors 01 childhood sexual abuse/
proverb)
who are in crisis. All work can be done
incest who are interested in learning ,
from your home via the telephone. Com--On Boston's chances:
healing and growing in a safe, confidenplete
Iraining
and
resources
provided.
"Life is a gamble at terrible
tial collective atmosphere. Suggested
Next session begins Oct 13. Call
fee'persesslon is $35. However, asJiding
odds. If it was a bet, you
Ingraham Volunteers, Inc. at 874-1055
fee scale is available upon request
wouldn't take it." (Las Vegas
for more information.
Group meetings will be held in Portland
proverb)
Foreign Exchange Discover the culture
during evening hours at Womenspace
and customs 01 another country. Share
--On the Red Sox hitting
Counseling Center. For more informayour home, family and culture wit~ a
with men on base:
lion call VIVian Wadas at 871·0377.
foreign student. For more information,
The Maine Juvenile Arthritis Support
"How beautiful it is to do
call Dana Oliveira at EF Foundation,
Group will hold its first meeting of the
nothing, and then rest afterOne Memorial Dr, Cambridge, MA. 1year on Oct 3 at 7 pm at the Woodfo~d
800·447-4273 or (617) 854·3450.
ward." (Spanish proverb)
St. Congregational Church TopIC IS
General
Theological
Center
needs
--On why the Red Sox slide
· PhysicalTherapy for Juvenile Arthntis.·
volunteers to work as book processing
202 Woodford St, Portland. For more
was inevitable:
assistants to count, acknowledge, sort
information, call 767-3421 or 729-4453 .
"Progress might have been
and catalogue the many used books
Outright Portland alliance of gay, lesall right once, but it's gone on
received as gifts. Generallamlliaritywith
bian, bisexual and questioning youth
books, especially books of reli~ious,
too long." (Ogden Nash
o1ferssupport and inlormation lor young
philosophical, psychological or spiritual
proverb)
people ages 22 and under in a safe
interest. would be helpful. Daytime hours
environment. Write : OUTRIGHT, PO
--On the chance for a
are available 9 am-4 pm. For more infor·
Box 5028, Station A, Portland, 04101 ,or
dramatic turn of events and a
mation, call the Center for Voluntary
call 774-H EL P.
Action aI874-1015.
Boston pennant:
Parents Anonymous is a self· help group
Maybe Someday Non·profit organiza"Whether you believe you
for parents who want to develop better
tion, a developing and innovative ~o
parenting skills and are seeking support
can do a thing or not, you are
gram for caring for people With muiliple
and advice from olher parents. Weekly
right." (Henry Ford Proverb)
sclerosiS. is looking for volunteers.
meetings are on Tue's at6 pm or Wed's
Peopfe are needed 10 share their interat 2 pm in Portland. Child care is proMiloz Quinn
ests with the clienls of the program.
vided. Meetings are free. For more Infortaking them to movies or working on
mation, call 871-7411 .
projects, etc. For more information, visit
Portland Parent Support Group
Maybe Someday Bookstore. 195 Consponsored by Mainely Families. Inc.,
gress St, Portland, or call 773-3275.
meets every Wed from 7-9 pm at Clark
Meals on Wheels Needs Drivers/DelivMemorial Church. Forest and Pleasant.
erers in the areas of E. Deering and N.
Portland. Parents share support and
Deering. About 1 112 hours a day on an
guidance Irom other parents who share
as-needed basis. Friendly volunleers
similar experiences in raising preteens
who are good drivers would be greatly
and adolescents, while learning new
appreciated. 774-6974 or 774-6304 for
skills to prevenl problems before they
more information.
occur. The support group is open to all
Teens! Make others feel better. Join
area parents at no charge. For more
the team 01 peer counselors for Dial
information, callMainely Famliesat774KIDS, 774-TAlK Helpline. Sep lraining .
1884.
Call 874·1055 NOW for an application
The
Rape Crisis Center is offering ~
Alpine Running Two of four -Peak to
and an interview.
support group for adult women SUrviPeak Maine Alpine Running· races re- Senior Outreach Services In response
vors of rape . The group is free and
main to be run: Shawnee Peak in
to the needs of older people, Southern
confidential, and child care is prOVided.
Bridgton on Sep 30, and Sunday River
Maine Area Agency on Aging is providing
Thegroup begins Oct 1 and runs through
in Bethel on October 6. For more inforSenior Outreach Services to the follow·
Dec 13, Thurseves lrom6-7 :30 pm. For
malion, call 784-1561.
ing locations: Warren Congregational
more information, call 774-3613 to set
Fat Tire Mountain Bike Weekend
Church, 810 Main St, Westbrook, 1st
up an interview (call collect) .
sponsored by the American Lung Assoc.
Mon of each monlh beginning Ocll , for
Survivor's Sharing A len-week, co-faof ME, Sunday River Ski Resort, as well
residents of Westbrook and Gorham,
cllitated support and counsel group for
as WBLM 102.9 and 92 Moose. The
from 9am-12 noon ; Ross Center, 38
survivors of childhood sexual abuse/
weekend will feature such events as a 6Washington St, Biddelord , 1st Tue of
incest who are Inlerested in learning,
mile O'05S-country race for recreational
each month, beginning Oct 2. for reSl·
healing and growing In a safe, confidenriders and a 15-mile cross-country race
dents of Biddeford, Saco&OOB, from 9
tial , collective atmosphere. Group
for experienced riders which begins at
am-12 noon. An Elder Advocate will be
meetings w~1 be held in Portland dUring
the top of the mountain, a slalom race,
available to assist residents with their
evening hours at Women space Coun·
observed trails and a 5-mle crossaging-related issues and concerns, such
seling Center. Suggested fee per sescountry time trials. Many more events
as Medicare, insurance, hOUSing, SOCIal
sion is $35. However, a sliding scale IS
for the whole family. Oct 6-7 at the
security, etc. This service is provided
available upon request. For more inforSunday River Ski Resort. Pat of Sunday
free of charge. n5-6503 or 1-800-427·
mation , call 871-0377.
River Fall Festival Weekend thai includes
7411 .
Wings Support Groups Tue's, 7-9.pmat
the 7th Annual Blue Mt. !vi Festival, a
139 Ocean St, S. Portland and Thu's, 7hike, a walk, a run up Sunday River's 39 pm at 11 Day St, Westbrook. For more
mile tr8~. Call the American Lung Assoc.
information , call Gerrie Brown at 767of ME atl-800-462-lUNG for more in2010.
formation.
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Sports Quotes
of the Week
.

58 Pine Street 773-8223

SPORT

SepL 26
SepL 28
SepL 29
Oct. 3
Oct. H
Oct. 6

Raoul's Dance Party
Eve. Hil's Beach, Privale
Eve. Shenlon, Private
Tom Andre'l/S FWl(mlser al Raool's
Mr. Goodbars, OOB
Aft jeffersoo, ME, Private

Oct. 7 Dub House, Portsmoolh, Privale
Oct. 10 Raoul's Dance Party
Oct. 13 Eve. Kennebunk, Private
Oct. 17 Raoul's Dance Party
Oct. 20 Aft Mrners Westbrodt, Private
Oct. 21 Eve. Meridith, NH, Prlvale

Wednesday Night is Party Night at the AU New Raoul's
Now booking weddlngs and corporate parties for falL

-2802

OFF THE
CLOCK

USM Community Programs is looking
for volunteers to lecture and present
seminars for its New Dimensions Program. Presentations may be on any
subject of the volunteer'S expertise and
will be given to groups of 8-20 retirees.
Good communicalion and organIZatIOnal
skills are essential. Volunteers receive
free program membership. Group meets
Saturdays, 9:30-11 :30 am. For more
information , call the Center forVoluntary
Action at 874-1015.
Vol untee. Advocates are needed by the
Family Crisis Shelter and the. Rape Crisis
Center for their Lake Region ProJecl.
Work to end domestic assault and violence in your community. Training in the
Bridgton area begins Sep 28. For more
informalion, call the shelter collect at
774-3616.

HELP

Younger WldOvnIWldo_rs Support
Group Men and women 50 years of age
or younger who have been widowed
within lhe lasl 3 years are invited to
attend a support group to help and encourage each other through the normal
grief process. There will be a small donation, lhough no one Will be tumed
away for inability 10 pay. Eight meebngs
will be held in Yarmouth on Thu eves

WELL
NESS

Aryaloka Buddhl.t Retreat and Study
Center, Heartwood Cirlce. Newmarket,
N.H, a country retreat facility. One can
come to Aryaloka simply to relaJC or
iflllrovephysk:alheaHh, to deepen one's
sense of calm and well-being through
meditation. Offering meditation days,
weekend relreals, Tai Chi and yoga
classes. Portland classes also offered
(207) 839-2882, or call (603) 659-5456.
Bre_t Cancer WCSH-TV will air 'The
Tenth Woman: a one-hour show examining breast cancer and the importance
of early detection methods. Sep 27 at 7
pm . 828-6666 for more information.
Community CPR American Red Cross
oilers cer@cation in adult, child and
infant CPR skills (8 hours). 8 :30 am-5
pm, OcI22; or6pm-l0 pm. Nov 16& 23.
Portland Chapter, 524 Forest Ave, Portland. 874-1192.
Excerclse Program for Heart Patients
olfered by USM's lifeline Program. This
program is designed for individuals who
have either had a heart attack, coronary
by· pass surgery, angloplasty or angina.
Through Nov 14. For more information,
call 780-4170.
Stretch and Relax Yoga 8·week lall
session runs through Nov 8. Classes
avrulable Tue 7:30-9 pm and Thu 5:307 pm. $70 for 8 weeks ($35 deposit),
single classes $1 O. Space limited: please
register in advance. Crystal Springs
Farm, Dayton (near Saco). For more
information, call JeaneHe at 499-7515.
Women's Therapy Group focused on
explonng cultunng roles, co-dependency
and adult-child issues will be meellng on
Mons from 6-7 :30 pm. Tentativestarting
date is Sep 24. For more information,
call Jane McCarty at 775-2233 or Diane
Pruge al 828-0526.

OUT
SIDE
The Casco Bay Bicycle Club has the
following rides scheduled : Sep 29, 8
am, Second Annual Bear Notch Ride.
meet at Gorham Shop 'N Save to car
pool, for info call Mike Morrison at n28465: Sep 30, 9 am, Windham area (35
miles), meet at Shaw's in N. Windham,
for informal ion can Bob Murray at 8922029; Oct 5-7, Third Annual Vinal Ha·
ven Weekend, forinfocaliKetra Crosson
al 892·4402; Oct 6, 9 am, Ossipee Ml
Ride and Fire Tower Hike (37 miles),
meel at Gorham Shop 'N Save, for info
call Evelyn Cookson at 854-5029 .
Hayrides Take a hayride to the Great
Pumpkin Patch, pick your own pumpkin ,
have an apple and a cup 01 cider and
visiltheanimalsattheGood Earth Farm,
Freeport. $2.75 per person. Open MonFri from 2-5 pm. weekends and holidays
9 am-5 pm, other times by apointmenl.
Group rates available. For more informalion. call 865-9544 .
Maine Women Outdoo... Hiking and
bicyding day trips are open to all women
18 and older: canoeing on the
Haraseeket River, Freeport, Sap 30.
For more information, write Maine
Women Outdoors, RR .3 Box 343, Augusta, 04330 or call 547-3919.

M ....h Natu... Center Summer programs: Canoe Tours daily 10-11 :30 am,
TueandThu 6-7:30 pm ($61$5 for members, S7J$6 for non·member);Salt Marsh
Adventure, walk explores unique ecologyof the salt marsh, Mon 9:30-11 am,
Thu 2-3:30 pm ($2 for members, $3 for
non-members); Dawn Birding, look and
listen for egrets, glossy ibis, herons,
ducks, willets and swallows, Wed 78:30 am ($2 for members, $3 for non·
members). Maine Audubon Society:s
Scarborough Marsh Nature Center IS
located on Route 9 in Scarborough. For
more information on any of lhe above
programs, call 883·5100.

FOR
KIDS

Archangel Art School: Children'.
exhibit Portland Public Library offers
an exhibil by children in Portland's Soviet Sister City through Oct 30. SpeCial
public program 7 pm on Oct 2 in the
Rines Meeting Room; information about
Archangel and Sister City program presented. Library hours: Mon, Wed, Frl96; Tue, Thu nooo-9; Sat 9-5. For more
information, call 871-1700 or 871-1710.
Celabrate Your Child Childlight offers
classes nurturing well-being and sellesteem, and induding yoga, centenng,
relaJCation and creativily. 8-week sessions beginning Oc115. Contact Marilee
Musters aI871-7444 for more information.
Children's Resource Center offers Art
Fun sessions for 3- to 5·year-olds on
Tue's, Wed·sandThu's. Sessions focus
on a creative activity and cost $1 per
child. Children must be accompanied by
anadultand reservations are necessary.
Activities for 6- to 12-year·olds are also
scheduled. Cost varies according to
activity. Galln3-3045 for more informalion.
Creative Recycling Day Bring a T-shirt
and a brown paper bag to the Children's
Resource Cenler on Oct 6 from lOam·
2 pm al Thompsons Point in Portland.
Tie Dye your old, plain T-shirt for $3/
person, all ages welcome. Fill your
shopping bag with selected Resource
Center materials for $llbag. Refresh·
ments. Rain date Oct 7. 773-3045.
Curious about Montessori? Pine Grove
Child Developmenl Center wiU hold an
open house on Oct 4 from 4-8 pm. Pine
Grove is an independent preschool and
kindergarten . Short video on the phi·
losophy of Maria Montessori will be
shown. 32 Foreside Rd (Rte 88) in
Falmouth. 2 miles from the Portland!
Falmouth line. 781-3441 .
Dance Magic: children'. creative
movement, beginning ballet and jazz
dance for 4- toI4-year-olds. Forfall registration and information conlact the fol·
lowing : Cumberland Community Services at 829·2208, Portland School of
Ballet at 772-9671 , Yannouth Corrvnunity Services at 846-9680, or Casco Bay
Movers aI871-1013.
M.lne Aqu.rlum Join the animals at
Maine Aquarium through the fall and
winter for their daily feedings. Penguins'
feeding lOam, seals' feedin~ 11 am,
seals' training 1:30 pm, pengUins revISited 2 pm, seals revisited 3 pm .. The
sharks dine on a less regular basiS so
plan to join them on Tue's, Thu's and
Sat's around 4 pm. Crooked Jaw the
moray eel and the Caiman alligator dine
on an irregular, catch-as-can basis. The
Maine Aquarium, 783 Portland Rd, Saco.
For more information, call n2·2949.
Portland Recreation's Beginning In
Art class designed for children ages 811 years will include drawing, working
with pastels and painting. Oct6-Nov 17,
10-11 :30 am, Reiche Community Center. Fee: $15. For more information,
contacl instructor Beth Barron al 8748873.
Portland Recreation'" Toddler Play, a
course 10 help 3- to 5-year-olds develop
hand, eye and molor skills. Parents will
be encouraged to join in a variety of
activities. S15. Thu's, Oct I -Nov 5, lOII am at the Cummings Center. For
more information, call 974-8873.
Young People'. Center for the Performing Art. A unique ballel- piuSlheater experience for children . Ballel
ages 7· 16, pre-ballet ages 4-6. Creative
modern dance, ages 6·9 and 10-14.
Workshops: musical comedy, scenic
design, lighting, costume design and
Jazz dance. To register and for more
information, call Barbara Goelman at
766-2857.
YWCA fall chklcare registration is ongoing . YWCA, 87 Spring St, Portland. For
more information call 874-1130 .

ETC
AKC All Breed Dog Show &. Obedience
Trial sponsored by Vacationland Dog
Club and Penobscot Vally Kennel Club.
Public invited 10 come and view over
100 breeds on exhibil. $3 fee at door,
reduced for children and senior citizens.
Sep 29-30 9 am-5 pm daily at Civic
Center, Portland. For more information
call 854-2888 days or 797-4707 eves.
Cathedral Hall, Cathedral church of St.
Luke, 143S1ateSt, Portland. ·Cathedral
Offerings:An Exhibit 01 Artwork to Benefit
the Rose Window" - 50 percent of proceeds to the Rose Window Restoration
Fund. 50 percent 10 the contributing
artist. Through Sap 30. Hours: 12 noon5 pm daily, including weekends. 8782276.
Compostlng U.S.M.'s Cooperative. Extension Service is offering the serviceS
of 35 individuals from Cumberland and
York counties who have recently completed a master composter training
program and are now available 10 work
with individuals, families and groups
interested in leaming how to compost.
These trained volunteers will respond to
questions about backyard composting
and recycling of organic wastes for
apartment dwellers as well as home
owners. To request a composting fact
sheet or to contact a master composter,
call your county extension offlCO for referral to the nearest volunleer. In
Cumbertand call 780-4205, in York call
324-2814.
Downtown Wori(er Apprecl.tlon Day,
sponsored by Intown Portland Exchange, will take place on the momlng
01 Sep27. From7·10 am, lhe firsll ,000
downtown workers who stop by the
lables in Monumenl Square, Congress
Square or Tommy's Park will be treated
to FREE Green Mt. coffee, a Porlland
Press Herald, Port Bakehouse muffin or
roll, and more than 2 dozen coupons
offered by downtown retailers and res·
laurants. 772-6828.
The Enriched Golden Club invites men
and women 60 and over to Wed luncheons and programs as follows: Oct 3,
Square Dance Demonstration by
Sasome Squares; Oct 10, Northgate
Ensemble musical duo - Belty
WOlterhalder and Eric Smithner; Oct 17,
Beau & Dave McMakin on guitar and
mandotin : Oct 24, Intemational Dinner &
Program in honor of U.N. Day; Oct 31 .
Halloween party and costume contest.
luncheons are $2. 297 Cumberland Ave.
Portland. Reservalions must be made in
advance by calling 774-6974.
Fryeburg Fair Celebrates 140th Ann~
versary Billed as -Maine's Blue Ribbon
Classic: The Fryeburg will turn 140
years old wl)en lhe celebration kicks 011
on Sep 30 and continues through Oct 7.
Fealuring everything from a grand pa·
rade to a woodsmen's field day, lhe fair
wil also hold harness races, a flower
show, an ox pull, a shuffleboard toumamenl, a calf show and sale, sheepdog
trials, and a society pig scramble. There
wil be midways for adults and children
and nightly entertainment, as well as a
senior citizens' day on Oct 2 when everyone 65 and older may enter the fair
free of charge. Held in Fryeburg in the
footh~1s of the WhiteMts, thisagricu_ural
fair has something for everyone. For
additional information and directions 10
the fairgrounds, call 935-3268.
H.rvest Auction The Salvation Army will
hold its annual auction on Oct 4 at 6:30
pm at 297 Cumberland Ave, Portland. If
you wish to donate items or need further
information, call Capt. James Gingrich
at n4-4172.
Peace Walk '90 The Maine Peace
Campaign and the Maine Coalition for
Peace & Justice in Central America in
Partnership are sponsoring peace walks
in the following places: Portland (call
772-0792), Bangor (call 827-3t07),
Lewislon/Aubum (call 784·8933), and
Bucksport (call 469-7144).
Salvation Army Fashion Show The
Salvation Army GA Ctr. will sponsor a
fashion show al2 pmOct 6al Woodlords
Congregational Church. Refreshments.
Door Prizes. Diane Alwood, Channel 6,
commentating. Donation is $3 al the
door. Call Fran Hapgood for more in·
formation at n2·7830.
Walking Tour of the Western Promenade Arthur Fink leads a tour of this
area which contains several striking examples of 19th· century architeclural
styles designed by some of Portland's
best known architects including Francis
Fassett, Charles Alexander and John
Calvin Slevens Sap 30, 4-5:30. Meet al
the Bramhall Streel entrance to Maine
Medical Center, PorUand. The Grealer
Portland Landmarks Tour is $2 for
members, $3 for non-members. For
more information on Landmarks Summer Tour Program, call 774-5561.

8ARDING~ BOOK ~80~

538 Congress Street
Rare and Used Books
Maps and Prints
Bought & Sold
Highest Prices Paid
Search Service
Tax & Insurance Appraisals
Single items or large colleclions wanted

BROWSERS AlWAYS WElCOME
10 1m to 5:30 pm lIon.-Slt.
AntquOflon 8ooIoeIe" AsIocction of America

1-800-228-1398
761'2t5O
538 Congre •• SI.

646-8785
Route 1, Well a

ON'S
Italian Restaurant
and Lounge
since 1957

Lunch
11:30-5, 7 Days
• Fish and Chips
Onions

Your Oloice

$2 _95

-Uver ell:

• Eggplant Parmigiana
- Broiled Salmon

Your

$3 95

-ChIcken Parmigiana
-Sauteed Beef l1ps

_

'Tortelllni Seafood Alfredo
• Lobster Roll
Your Oloice
'Fisherman's PlatterS4 95

521 U.S .
Route I,
Scarborough ,
Maine

( . haddock· shrimp. dams)

•

DINNER SPECIALS

'One Pound Sirloin
• Two Boiled Lobster C\'iho~r
otce
'Shrlmp Scampi
95
-Stuffed Haddock
• All major credit cards aoceIPte~<11 with Seafood Newburg

. Tel: (207)
883-9562

$9.

• Happy Hour Mon.-Fri.

4-7

• Plenty of Free Parking
- Free Appetizers in our Lounge

-Steak ell: Seafood Combo
8oz. Sirloin with your choice
of fried Seafood. Haddock
• Clams· Shrimp. Scallops

AVEDA.
presents the

ALL
NATURAL

PERM

-no harsh
chemicals
-no odor

SpeCial
Price $45
(reg $60)
Environmentally
Rcspa1sible.
No Anim.1 Testing,

. . Recycle

~~=~=~=======~,-_~P1~::.e,
Iwurs: mon., lues., wed. &fri. 9-5, thurs. 9-6, sal. 9-12

PORTLAND'S ELITE CUTTERS

828-0426
222 St. John St. • Suite 215 • Portland

20

Gasco &y

~kly

animals
antiques
auctions
auditions
billboard
biz 98tVices

boats
body & soul
business opportunities
catering
child care
dating services
employment
entertainment for hire

flea markets
gigs

horne services
learning
legal services
lost & found
musical Instruments
notices
person to person
recreation
ride board
roommates
stuff for sale
wanted
wheels
yard sale
real estate. for sale
real estate. for rent

line ad deadline: noon monday. display ad deadline: 5 p.m. friday. use the coupon or call 775-6601.
personals
A photo opportunity? I am a friendly,
allractive MWM, a fairly good
photographer. I am looking to take
quality photographs of good looking
uninhibited women (or couples) just
for the experience. You can keep the
fUm and have it developed yourselfuse the photos for whatever you
want. Please indude phone number
and a good time to call. P.O. Box
15154, Portland, ME 04104
Attractive, willowy, professional SWF
35 seeks gentle, secure, attractive,
SWM with diverse interests, emotional depth and curiosity about life.
Portland to Portsmouth . Pholo appreciated. CBW Box 383.
BiF, early 205, interested in meeting
women. living in delightful rural setting that I would love to share. Working in education , playing in the arts,
kayaking and mountain biking,
Committed to creativity, growing up
and having fun. Please write. CBW
Box 384 .
BiWM,
Young,
boyish,
slim,
handsome, discreet, very healthy,
seeks GM or couple for wicked good
time. Send photo and phone. You
just might be treated like royalty by
this nubian slave. CBW Box 11393.

,,
I

DWM 28, shy looking for s/oWF 2732 interested in spending life with
someone and interested in a long
term relationship with the possibility
of marriage. Those here today, gone
tomorrow need not reply. CBW Box
374. TPL 22246
DWM 36 non-smoker, 5'8' 170 Ibs,
no kids and not unattractive would
like 10 meet SlDWF 25-32 nonsmoker who likes biking, hiking,
skiing, camping, walks on the beach,
sunsets and dancing. I like to get a
workout in anything I do. I also like to
work around the house. I'm not into
head games or the bar scene. I live
in the Greater Portland area. Please
send letter/photo to PO Box 123,
South Windham, ME 04082.
DWM seeks sincere person for
friendship and share winter in
Florida.
P.O.
Box
10825
Portland,Maine 04104.
Traveling companion SWM 25 seeks
young, attractive and adventurous
female to venture to Dunedin, New
Zealand with me. Must be uninhibited and enjoy skiing, hiking, fly
fishing and be willing to stay for a
year. If interested or intrigued, please
write. CBW Box 386.

Desperately seeking friendly (&
stunning) blonde at Green Mountain
Coffee Friday afternoon, September
7. Can we resume our discussion of
the art? I'm not sure Ive found all the
figures in the background; the figure
in the foreground was too distracting.
Sti II considering spending $1600?
Lunch? Dinner? PO Box 7938,
Portland 04102.
GF 23 Hi ... I am writing with hopes to
find a warm. sincere, healthy minded, down to earth individual to
share thoughts, laughs and tears
with. If this sounds like you, if you
would like to get together sometime,
I would like to hear from you. Write
P.O.Box 295 Gorham ME 040380295
GWF (40'S) This exotic fruit is ripe
and ready to mix and mingle with the
ordinary and the extraordinaire. Let's
toss and tum , explore and experience side by side in the bowl of
adventure. The house dressing is
seasoned with maturity, mixed with
spontaneity, wonderment and awe at
what the future may hold. Openness
and honesty are the main ingredients
with a sense of humor that abounds
throughout A dash of mystery a d a
pinch of adventure completes this
mixture that awaits you . Take the
plunge; it is time! CBW BOX 388.
GWM would like to meet one good
man for one-to-one relationship bet·
ween 25 and 45. Write to me. Send
picture and phone number. CBW
Box 392
Handsome,
well-built,
intelligent
GWM, 40 years old, beautiful rural
setting 45 miles west of Portland.
First ad in Augus~ yielded several
nice people, but physical attraction is
a necessary part of a full and committed relationship I seek. Want to
share the joys of country living while
helping each other reach some
serious goals in life. Write : Oocupant,
PO Box 538, Kezar Falls, 04047 .
The garden is closing down, the
wood tucked away in the woodshed,
the house is snugly buttoned up. I've
time now to gather new friends , not
unlike the squirrel and his nuts. I'm
short, dark and good·looking with
brown hair and hazel eyes. I'm fun
loving, well traveled, a GWM getting
ready for winter. Let's get in touch
and keep each other warm through
this sleeping season . P.O. Box 8586,
Portland, ME 04104.

If you aren't looking for a surrogate
father, biUer divorcee or professional
workaholic· read on! I am an intelligent, attractive, unencumbered
SWM 37 with warmth, wit, country
sense and city smarts seeking intelligent,
confident
woman
for
triendship or relationship. Enjoy the
arts, movies, hiking, dining out.
traveling and nature. Prefer trim, attractive SWF 24-38 with sense of
adventure and humor who is independent, confident and maybe a lillie
crazy. Brunswick or south. Photo ap·
preciated and promptly returned.
P.O. Box 1748, Saco, ME 04072.
Lonely? Wanna fall in love? Try the
Christian Singles romance line. Only
$21minute. IT WORKS! 24 hours. All
ageslfaiths. Call 1·900-786-7710.
'Be Happyl'
Lost SWF, 20-40, 115-145. 5'3'-5'6'

tail. Must like to enjoy yourself and

Would enjoy meeting single (by
whatever method) female in 30-40
range. Prefer someone "from away'
or who isn't afraid to travel out of
Maine, in both person and thought.
Education not a must, open-minded
and dry sense of humor preferred. I!
you like to eat. talk, exercise , smile,
go to movies, take one-day excursions to places and not afraid of
spontaniety. I'm 37. Please write with
number if intrigued. CBW Box 381 .
TPL2224O.

SM Single, intelligent good looking,
34-year-old male with good personality living in Portland seeks 20 to
30-year-old female of same to date.
I! interested, write PO Box 76, Bar
Mills, ME 04004.

To lislen 10 the Talldnll _ n a i l
in this issue, just foll ow these simple
instruc tions:

I. Dial 1·900-896-21124 from any

touchwne phone. Each call costs

' Whatever is done from love occurs
beyond good and evil." 'All other
pleasures are not worth its pains."
SW, 36. intelligent witty, attractive,
successful; enjoys skiing, biking,
scuba diving. A prize 10 the person
who can identify the authors of the
above
quotations.
Possible
friendship with those who can empathize with them .

have fun. SWM 41 , 5'6', 167 Ibs,
brown hair and blue eyes. PO Box
15324, Portland, ME 04101.
MWM mid 30's, seeks female 25-40,
for intimate friendship, a little heavy
O.K. I am sensitive , sensuous, sexy
and an excellent masseur. Free on
some week days. Discretion requested and assured. Please write PO
Box 10811 Portland. ME 04104.

Submissive DWM, 36, masculi ne, attractive, healthy, caring, seeks
dominant woman for fun and
friendship leading to long-term
relationship. Finally a man to fulfill
your needs if you 're tired of catering
to others. CBW Box 390

f£'/'~

954: per minute t billed to your

phone.
2. When the machine answers, dial
access code 22.
3. '!be mach ine wiD ask for a
specific number. Ente r the rypL'
number listed at the end of the ad
you wish to respond to.
•. Listen to the recorded message- I
and leave your response if you
wish.

Cit. /
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"The Dating Service That Care~"
You've seen me on Donahue and U.S.A. Today. As the oldest
dating service in N.E., we have introduced thousands of singles
with caring concern and affordable rates. Why not you?
We're not just another
dating service.
We're Compatibles.
Call for a free consultation.

OFTHE WEEK

1982 Toyota Tercel. 2 door, runs
great, very reliable. All highway
miles. $1,100. or best offer. Call 8790299

Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinema!

Classical Indian TABLAS. Purchased
in India this year. Never been used.
Brass and Rosewood. $500. or best
offer. Call 767-2025

When your summer standards fall for
winter, call Mr. Domestic. Send Better
Homes and Gardens photos.
CBW Box 396.

DEFIANCE-PERSONAL PROTECTION SPRAY. Immediately stops attackers. Sprays dye for identification.
In one second, assailant is temporarily blinded and incapacitated.
Causes no pennanent damage.
Legal and easy to use. Fits into
pocket or purse. Lawful Self-Defense
for Adultsl Your life may depend on
it! $15 .70 Guaranteed. Darling
Products Company, 100 Harris
Avenue, Portland, Maine 04103-1531

If yw haw placed a1 ad nthe Ca9co Bay weekly perSOI e/s, you" ad is
aJIomaIk:aIy entered n the PEROC>NAI.. OF THE WEB< ccntest. We _ kx>IQng
b' ad> thaI_ creative, witty <rod fun. Wi1ners WI receive thei' tickets n the rmI.

biz services
"On Your Personal Mission' interes- BOOKKEEPING,
ACCOUNTING
ted in giving busy households a AND
TAX
PREPARATION
for
hand. Organizing, cleaning, light businesses and individuals. High
housekeeping,
running
errands, caliber work at affordable rates. 17
grocery or personal shopping. years experience.Steve McCrackan
Portland area. reasonable rates. Call Accounting Serivces 797-4510.
Cindy 773-2293.
MUSEUM QUALITY or acid free
Boat owner be 100% ready for next matts cut and assembled for your
season. SPECIALTY MARINE and show. Custom work, fast tumSPECIALTY PROP. are now in ONE around, best quality and reasonable.
shop. Boats winterized and prop or Call Monica Delehanty 772-4635.
skeg repairs at ONE place. 642Model, M,29, well built, 6'. dark hair,
3948.
mustache, seeks to pose for female
College Student with truck available artists. Erotic art a specialty, travel
to do odd jobs and moving. Very no problem . Please include your
handy and can fix most anything. phone number with area code . CBW
Experienced mover who will move Box 394.
you for less. n4-2159 anytime.
TYPING, resumes , papers. cor-

HOUSE
CLEANING
SERVICE.
Capable, dependable person to
dean your house or apartment
weeklylbi -weekly. Excellent referen ces . 883-5833 .

respondence, reports, spreadsheets,
etc. IBM PS2. laser printer, Wordperfect, Lotus 1·2-3. Will work from your
disk if desired. Reasonable rates.
fast turnaround. Call Patti White n30669

Professional Pai nti ng Contractor
879-7055
College Student Specializing in Interior Work

Portland

783-1500

Free Estimate

Competitive Rates

Auburn

Always imitated but nnJeT equaled.

HATE TO WRITE LETTERS?
Let us write lyrical, lucid and letter-perfect personal and business letters for
you! Speeches, ceremonies and messages to mark special occasions, too!

HOT TALKING PERSONALS!

LEITER BY LETTER
773-4m

1-8QO..827-8010

WAU.PAPER PLUS
• STRIPPING
• HANGING
• INTERIOR PAINTING
'FREE ESTIMATES
SHARON A. OSBORNE

1·900·646·4646

GARAGE SALE TO BENEFIT AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL Chapter
355. 8 Foreside Road, Cumberland.
Saturday 9/29 Sam-12 noon. Help us
free a prisonerl
Lean Machine Pro. Complete exercise machine for your personalized
mness program. Must sell. $350.00
871-1327 leave message.
MOUNTAIN BIKE, 17' Mountain
Sport Off road like new, $300. RCA
19' color TV, $50.767-5342
Outrageous Yard Sale, 50 Payson
Street (near USM),Saturday and
Sunday, Sept. 29 and 30, 10am4pm.
Cool
clothing
(including
reaVcool leather jacket). Fab jewelry,
books , domestic goods, some furniture. Prices to die for.
Rollerblade- Microblades, Men's size
9 112, never wom, includes matching
elbow pads. This is a $294.00 value.
The first $200.00 takes it! Call 8653628 anytime.

M~ag~
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FAIR REWARD
When you go 10 a Fair, take your
camera 10 Ihe Pulling Ring. Last year
animals __ sewrely whipped and
jabbed wilh nails attached 10 goadslieks
resulting in cruelty complaints by State
Humane Agents.
This year a $500 REWARD is offered
for evidence leading 10 a conviction for
drugging or abusing animals in pulling

For a complete listing of workshops,
retreats, seminars: JOURNEY INTO
SOULMAKING,
THE
ENENCOUNTERING
NEAGRAMM,
SELF IN NATURE, DRAWING AS A
WAY OF SEEING, CALL DWINELL
& HALLAT 799-1024.
In Tracks of the Buddha. 5 week
course in Buddhist thought and
meditation
practice.
Tuesdays
beginning Sept. 25, 7:00 pm in
Yarmouth. Call Carroll Dunn at 8460764 after 6. Cost $30.
LESBIAN COUNSELING group: A
weekly counseling group for women
who wish to explore themselves
more fully. Group will begin at the
end of Sept. at 232 St. John Street,
Portland. Cost is $70/month . Group
will be co-led by 2 therapists. For
more information, please call n57927 and leave a message. Confidentiality respected.

COrtlests .

For inlormation, COrttact:
M..... AnI ..... CcNIInlon.

P.O. Box 17643
Por1land, ME 04101 or call87~2837 .

employment
Experiences T-shirt screen printer for
consultation and part-time help. Call
Ted at 799-7155.

Bottled Water
3 ~ Gallon

MAYBE SOMEDAY is more than just
books. Unusual magazines. Chinese
temple gongs, Stockmar beeswax
crayons and a beautiful selection of
gift items. Open 1~ Mon. through
Sal. 195 Congress St. between
Levinsky's and the Whole Grocer on
Munjoy Hill. 773·3275
Male Col/ege Students to age 27
make some spending money. SWM
wants rubdown bi-monthly at my
private pad. Discreet and confidential
only. Portland or Southem Maine.
Send best way to contact. CBW Box
210.

I'm earning over $5,000 each
month. Need help now.
Will train . CaR 775-5803.

business oppts.
Bad credit? Learn exactly how to fix
your credit report. Get loans, credit
cards, etc. Amazing recorded message reveals details. (617) 6957310, call 24-hours a day.

wheels

OMEGA, THE COMPLETE SHAKTI
SYSTEM is a hands-on healing system based on the sacred mystery
schools of AUantis, India. Egypt, and
Tibet. A lecture/demonstration will be
held on Thursday, 11 October at
U.S.M., Luther Bonney Auditorium.
Doors open at 6:30. Admission is
$5.00. OMEGA workshops will be
held during the following week.
Questions should be addressed to
Kevin Higgins/Susan Stone at ONE
OF HEARTS. 772-83321871-0287

rates and fine print
RATES

Up to 30 words
$7.00
31·45 words
9.00
46·60 words
11.00
Each additional word
after 60
.15

1l .4S/mln. More Info: (3 06) 666· 4466 , Ext. 67lS

1..900 ..226 .. 2003
1..900 ..988 ..3135
1..900 ..988 ..3139
1..900.. 226 ..2007
1..900 ..988 ..3136
"@ 1..900 ..226 ..2004
'tl;> 1..900 .. 226..2006
cJ 1..900 ..988 ..3137
Q 1.. 900 .. 226 ..2005
d 1..900 .. 988 ..3138
FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!
Leave Your Name & Message Call 1..800..388..8274
$5 per min. (3 min. minimum)
..

FREE HAIRCUTS Male/Female,
models needed for advanced hair
and makeup classes. FMI call n2·
5767 or visit PANACHE at 165
Commercial St., Old Port, Portland.

Counseling for eating and body image issues. Two NEW GROUPS
beginning in October. Call Usa Bussey, MA. CEDT 775-7927

All charges Ire per week.

Q
d
d
Q
d

a

100 theater seats (16 rows of 6)
good shape. FREE! 773-3434

PERSONAL MYTH GROUP forming
'87 VW Vanagon GL, automatic, AlC, in Portland, five meetings. Explore
Sears 19' color TV SR3000. Stereo,
7 passenger, fold-down bed. $6800. dreams, autobiography, animal symremote, 1 year old. New $375. as·
Call daytime. Ask for Mark 772-7581. bolism, horoscope's, etc. to identify
king $200. Excellent condition.
your own archetypes . INDIVIDUAL
1974 Volvo 145, 110,000 miles. CONSULTATIONS
GIVING UP TV!!! 874-4939
using
Mythic
Brand new paint job, rust free, Astrology. Wendy Ashley (207) 76633,000 miles on factory rebuilt en- 5108 .
gine. Alloy wheels. sway bars. This is
one sweet car that 'must be seen to Women Drawn to Well ness Begins
be appreciated" and I'll even throw in October 11 (6 Thursdays) Explore
four fully mounted studded snowsll the language of symbols which
YOUR JUNK COULD BE
$3800. 797-9990/865-9020.
guides us toward weI/ness and
SOMEONE ELSE'S
wholeness. The personal mandala
1984 Ford Escort, 4 dr, automatic,
artform will be' the focus for sharing,
AC/cass., 84k, new sticker: Good
TREASURE
condition, very dependable. Ideal for releaSing blocked energy and discovering our personal symbols of
advertise it in
student $1300 or b/o. Call Susan at
transfonnation. Relax I Learn the art
846-1201..
of centering! Explore the mind's
1988 Honda Accord LXI Coupe potential to heal! 9:30-11 :30 am . $20
automatic low mileage- immaculate per session. No art experience
call 775-6601
condition $9,900. Days 775-6621 necessary. Call vara Berv, M.A. 781Eves . 1·967-4900.
9903.

24 Hour Service

....

body & soul

~i:~~

• INSURED
• RESIDENTIAL
• COMMERCIAL
• REFERENCES
(207) 878-3302

bulletin board

for display classified (border ad) rates calf CBW at 775-6601

Uaten to ~ of Voice Ada recorded
by SEX\, Men (t Women who went to
.-et YOU - CALL US NOWI It'. fun - _ y
and Induda VoIcemeII for elltr. prlvecy.

D1;!~:e!!!:s~!!2v~E

Futon Couch . Cueen sized futon
and cover. Unfinished poplar frame
with arms.Great condition. $200.
761-4684.

Sea Kayak, Skerray, (British, newest
V.C.P. model) 6 months old. 17'
fiberglass. Retractable skeg. Deck
pump with never used sprayskirt.
Beautiful boat $1450. 767-7135.
Leave message.

THE BOUTON CO.

767,1366

SWM lOOking for the piece to complete his puzzle. Professional with
farms on both coasts wishes slim
30+/- female to share honesty, integrity and adventures. Start with
dining and dancing first. Photo appreciated. Write to SHDS CBW Box
389.
SWM. 27, 5'9" 148, billionaire, hugh
brain, Adonis body, seeks goddess
with pleasant personality, under 30,
under 130lbs, for friendly dinner
date. CBW Box # 395.

stuff for sale

PERSONAL

Custom sewing. alterations. Enjoy
beautiful clothing and perfect fit
regardless of your size and shape.
Free consultation , reasonable rates.
Call 767-4072

Contpatibles

SWM 31 , 5'9',140 home schooled
(TV, partYing, role-playing mystify).
Felt women hated men; lived
thoughtfully ascetically. Loved nature, truth, music, family. Life regret
became joy. Now seeking non·smoking woman with inner life who wants
traveling
comlover
and
panion.Shipping 2 of 3 months (back
November). CBW Box 391
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CBW Box $5.oo/Wk ______
No

Talking Personal Line _--=C",h",ar...,ue,,--_
Check One"O 1100
COST PER WEEK ______
MuHiply cost by number
at weeb Id will run _________

Bring or mall ads with payment to:
CaseD Bay Weekly
Classified Dept.
187 Clark Street
Portland, ME 04102
o Check or Money Order enclosed
Monday-Friday 9 to 5
Card'
or call 775·6601

TOTAL DUE ______
Q

VISA

Exp.llate

Q

MasterCard

DEADUNES
Line Ids: MondlY noon. DispllY Ids: FridlY 5 p.lII.

POLICY

caw will IIOt print Ids tllat seek 10 buy or 1111 Selual IIlYices lor maner ar goods, or
Ids willi purely sexull conlenl. cawwill not prinl lull names, llreellddresses, or
phone lUmbers i. die PERSON TO PERSON sedial. PERSON TO PERSON adve~isell
IIIUlt eilller prowide I '!lit Office Box number in their I~ or.~ lhe CB~ Box SelYice.
All infomilion coacemlng PERSON TO PERSON IdvertlselllS keplltnctty
collidentill. CBW relllYllS lile Jithllo CIlJlorizl,l8Iuse or edit ds .ve to
iUPJllllllriJle content, m .

WHAT IS A WORD?

A won! is considered I wonl when ~
onewonl. Pundualiol is free.

".11pICII on ~f. sides. A phone nullliler II

ERRORS
caw sllall nol be liable /or Iny Iypographicll ell1lll, omissilHlS, or cliall!les i.the ad
whid! .0 110 aHectthe Vllue or content a/ the I. or IIIbstallial/y change the meaniag.

REFUNDS

Classified Ids Ire IIIll-1elundlbl• . Cred~ win be iSllled wilen I viable error
.elermined.

"S ...

-
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body & soul

learning

SHIATSU is the Japanese interpretation of acupuncture. 8 week course
combining self-Shiatsu with Yoga
begins October 9th . Learn to read
you own body, organ by organ.
Specific
workshops
for
SinuslHeadache Conditions, PMS,
'Proverbial Aches and Pains- begin
October 20th. For more information
or individual treatment call Ann Foster Tabbutt, SHIATZU practitionerAOBTA, 799-9258

TAROT READINGS. Acquire a different, unique viewpoint.
View
problems with a perspective free
from personal bias .The cards may
give rise to options previously unknown, advise in courses of action
not yet considered. Try it. For more
information and an introductory read ing, simply send a SASE. For this information , simply send your question
and as much personal history and
biographical information as you care
to share and $5 .00. All information
will be kept absolutely confidential.
SCHATTERE, P.O. BOX 8136
PORTLAND, ME 04104

Therapeutic Massage. Ease tension
and relieve stress through the benfits
of massage . Nourish your health and
well-being . Pam Richards . C.M.T.
775-6636.

SELF FSTEEM GROUP FOR WCMEN
~AL

• PROFESSIONAL IDENTITY

POLARITY REALIZATION
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM

1RANSmONS. RELATIONSHIPS

Scarborough, Maine
772-8332 or (508) 356-9376
Polaflty Therapy is the healing science
of aligning the living energy fields of
the body It is the healing an of
recognizing and working with the life
force to bring about
the highest level of
claflty, inner truth and vilality.

Beginning October 15

Call Therapist SJu,ro" Renk-Gr .... {""'"
865-6399

REALfIY TIIERAPY
certified therapist
personal growth • grief
depression • addictions
Barbara
774-8149
Loewenberg-Irlandy, M.tl.
Soclaf Anxiety Qroup

s.w...k Iherapy group In Ponland 101' Social

AnxIety<Phobia: 191M' of speaking In public,
1_ 01 881lng and wrl1lng In lront 01 others,
fear of using public f9StroomS. Work Will In·

Approved by Maine Dept. Ed. NUt'ses
CEUs. Member APTA. ABMP affiliated
school. Please call for information.

dude relaxation training and praaicing feared
behavior In supponlveenvirorrnenl. Call Miftia
Donahue, LCSW, m-5378 or 688-4152.

WOMEN'S HEALING ADVENTURES
Play and Childhood Siorie •• Sacred Art
Energy and Our Bodies
3 full-day workshops
Nanci Shiller Race, MA
Rosie Byrer, MEd
775-28313
781-5639

INTOWN COUNSEUNG CENTER
Lucy C. Chudzik
207-761-9096

t,

Uoerued SUbsl1nCle Abuse CounsdOf

477 Congress Street· Portlw d, ME 04 101

1

Ed Chanin
::;:;

I

ASTROLOGY READINGS
Scarborough, Maine

;

I ,
I i

!

'

I

I

!

Vegetarian cooking classes. Friendly,
hands-on instruction. Prepare dishes
from around the world that are
economical, naturally healthy, environmentally friendly and delicious.
Call 761-0367 for reservations. Limit
6 per class.

apts/rent
Attractive basement apartment for
one. Small bedroom , living room,
kitchen/dining, full bath, WI'N carpeting. Use of washer/dryer. West End.
$375.1Month inclusive 773-8927.
Great 1 bedroom apt. West End $360 include everything . $100
deposit only. Quiet, hardwood floors,
Wid . Avail. Oct. 1. Call Cynthia 1914-473-9267.
OLD ORCHARD BEACH . Bright
sunny 2 bedroom apt. Newly
renovated, new kitchen and bath,
dishwasher, wlW carpets , large yard
and sundeck.5 minutes walk to
ocea~ . $525 . 773-5573
PEAKS ISLAND; 1 Bedroom yearround apartment. $3oo.lmonth plus
utilities and security deposit. Short
walk to ferry. 766-2628. Keep trying.
SOUTH PORTLAND: Sunny, clean
two bedroom apartments for rent
Laundry, parking , lots of closet
space, very quiet, convenient location . $5OO-$550/month plus utilities.
Sorry no pets. 799-9265
WEST END-2, 2BR apts. 1st and 3rd
Iloors,'1- hardwood floors , lots of
windows,$575 .+ utilities.'3- wall 10
wall , skylight in bath. Lots of privacy
$5 75. + utilities. Both located in a
very friendly, artistic and peaceful
building . References required . Call
Scon at 761 -5832, WID and parking
included Available Oct. 1.

Treatment for AcidJcllon5, ACOA Inucs and Co-Dependenc y
IndMduab, Group" and Couples

{

Portland's Pottery Studio 132 continues adult hand building and throwing
classes, a tile decoration and illustration class, and equipped studio rental. Come join the fun. 772-4334.

8-10 weeks

Our 160-hour Polarity Therapy
Certification Program meets one
weekend a month for 7 months,
beginning October.
The program covers all aspects of
polarity therapy with an emphasis on
personal transformation.

1

DRAWING: Learning to see Mon . or
Wed. eve classes. Beg. Sept. 24 for
10 weeks. $250 tuiton. Brochure : K.
Boldt, 19 Birch Knolls, Cape Elizbeth, ME 04107/Call799-5728.

883-9255

West side , heated, off-street parking.
ONner occupied building . Two levels.
1st- eat-in kitchen , pumpkin pine
floors and pine cabinets . 2nd- Bedroom and bath . 770-4892 before
5PM, 874-0335 after 5 PM .

NEW ONGOING THERAPY GROUP forming now
Are you IlrOO of sitting and talJdng? Do you Want a therapy which is dynamic and
powerful? An approach which addresses aU of you - mind • body • spirit. emotions?
CO~ Energetia with P~m Chubbick, MA, CBT
846-0800
indiViduals· couples· groups· workshops
consultations. supervision

I '
addictions. Meath-dying. hNhng • spi rilual
success - p nscm,,{ and business

Carole B. Curran, MS, CSW-IP
couseIor, hypnotist, psychic
by appointment 87H)032
personal development classes
relaxation, healing, medltatlon, psychic

NEED A
ROOMMATE?

~~~

Classifieds can
let over 40,000
of Greater
Portland's
most interesting
people know!
For more information,
call77~OI

Psychotherapy Center of Maine
Sarah}. Bulley, LCSW
Psychotherapist

• Life Transition· Rekltlmtsblp Addictions
• Self Esreem/Empowerment • Guided Parenting

871-9256

INTRODUCTORY
CO-DEPENDENCElINNER-CHILD
THERAPY GROUP
for adults from Dysfunctional Fllmilies

•

•

•

•

•

Small education and insight group now being formed for people
beginning their recovery from abusive childhood experiences.
Subsequent groups will offer experiential therapy and exploration
of current-life problems.

,'
I '
I

j

•

•

•

•

•

•

7 miles to Portland. Lakefront ;'>-3
bedroom , newly renovated , furnished. Sept...June $550.lmonth. Call

n5-0092

Now forming new group

•

houses/rent

•

For mort inforrru1tUm or to schedule /In assessment inttTllinD
Don Kent, LSAC 871-0100
Betsy Hood, LSAC 775~35

Mobile home , Winslow Park, South
Freeport. Ocean front, 2-bedrooms,
oil heat. Available 10/6/9Q..5/31 191
$575. month plus utilities. Security
deposit. References. 799- 1904.
PEAKS ISLAND Architect's House
for rent. 2 bedroom, wood stove and
passive solar, wid, very close to
boat, village and a beach. On a quiet
road. $5501month. Call evenings 6-9
865-9448.
Peaks Island. Victorian 3 bedroom
cottage. Newly rennovated. New
kitchen and bath . Skylight. Washer,
yard and sundeck. 4 min. walk 10
ocean. $525. Call 766-2227.
WINDHAM 3 bedroom lake home on
one acre. 'Garage, deck, fireplaces,
WID hook-up, very low utilities.
$675 .1month. Pets negotiable. Call
879-1886.

roommates
Available October or November.
Comfortable, sunny North Street
apartment with off-street parking and
free laundry to share with professional F 32. $247.50 + $35Jmo for
heat; responsible F/M. call 871-8078
Back Cove is 2 112 blocks from this
3-4 bedroom Woodfords home.
Porch , yard, hardwood floors, quiet
lifestyle. Seek non-smoking professional woman. $225.+ 774-7058
Desperately seeking a responsible
roommte MlF to share spacious east
end 2br apt with discreet GM.
$242.50 includes heat + 1/2 incidentals. Sorry I smoke if that offends . Interested call 761-4091 .
Female housemate wanted to share
beautiful ,
spacious
house
in
Woodfords area with one woman,
one child and one cat. Large yard,
gardens, parking and small studio
included. $300/month + 1/2 util. Nonsmoker preferred. Please leave
message at 773-6642.

real estate
PEAKS ISLAND- responsible, nonsmoking MlF to share spacious
house in lovely setting, own room
with private bath, many amenities.
$250/month plus 112 utilities, pfus
security deposit. Call 766-2025,
leave message.
Pine St. area. Housemate wanted.
Your own room w/ bath , share living
and kitchen area. Neat, quiet, sane
individual wanted. $3oo/month includes all. Dan 874-9783

Recovering female wanted to share
my 2-bdrm Deering H.S. area apt.
3rd floor, porch, yard, hardwoods,
safe, comfortable, non-smoking.
Great sunsets . Available Oct. 1. 222
+ 112 utilities. 761 -4716.

Female roommate wanted, a prof. or
grad. studenl, quiel, tidy, to share
with female writer, an oceanfront furnished winter rental, 12 minutes from
Porijand. $300 plus 1/2 utilities and
security deposit. Call 883-6421
Female seeks male or female nonsmoker to share home in Pownal.
$350 . per mo. plus 112 utilities.
Home is just over the North
Yarmouth line. Call Sue 781-4184.

SHARE AND SPLIT an apt. and the
bills. Near Old Port, downtown . Parlling, 2 bedroom $212.50 rent. Nonsmoking
female
seeks
same.
Evenings 761-0273

Female wanted to share fully furnished apt. near East Prom. $300
from Oct. through April , $250.00 May
through Sept. includes heat and
elec. Mature and easy going a must.
Call 774-1398 aher 5:00.

SOUTH PORTLAND October 1.
Maleltemale to share first floor with
male, 46. Two bedrooms, living
room ,
kilchen,
garage,
basement/studio, wi d. Rent $280/mo
+ 1/2 elec, heat, security. Must be
chem-free , non-smoking , mature.
Prefer reader, planner, swimmer,
low-key
communicator.
Green,
family, peaceful neighborhood. Terry,
767-4120.

GM seeks roommate for very nice 3
bedroom apartment. WID DIW FIP
cable, off street parking, storage
space , gas heat. For information call
n2-1927 or leave message and
phone number.
Harpswell: UFeminist seeks same to
share furnished 2-bedroom apt.
Ocean , deck, lawns, wid, nonsmoker, responsible. Must love dogs.
Sorry no more pets. Now through
May. $260 .lmo. includes all . 7251410
MlF, 24-30, N/s to share modern, 3
BR house With 2 males. Includes
deck, fireplace, WID . See to believe.
$267.1mo. + 1/3 utilities. 883-1292
I'm searching for another woman,
semi-vegetarian to share large
sunny, 2 bedroom apartment in West
End, large yard and shared garden.
$3oo/month plus 112 utilities. Call
879-7019
MlF roommate for large 2 bedroom
on Fessenden SI.. Lots of storage. I
have 2 great cats . $312.50 includes
all utilities and laundry. Call Andrew
n5-1365 leave a message.
Male roommate wanted to share with
prof. male. Spacious, fully furnished
apt. with wid, cable, lots of privacy,
close to Old Port and Downtown.
Everything included except phone
$325/month . Call 775-2608
MalelFemaie roommate wanted to
share 2 bedroom apartment on Gray
SI.. $ 29O.lmo. plus 112 utilities
(elecIric heat). A beautiful and unique
space : hardwood floors, pitched
ceilings, sunny, etc. Available immediately. Nonsmoker only. 25-30
years,preferably. 774-8959 keep
trying.
Neat M or F to share sunny owneroccupied 4-bedroom apartment w/3
neat, easYiloin9, outdoor-type, male
professionals . (2 grad students, one
working.) Quiet Woodford's area, offstreet parking, yard and waher/dryer.
200Irnonth plus 1/4 utilities. 7752563 .
Nice 2 bedroom apt to share with
male or female. 5 min. to Maine Mall.
10 Minutes to intown Portland.
$75.00 weekly includes all but food.
Room furnished or Not. You Decide!
Grab your stuff and move inll 7748022.
Nonsmoking MlF wanted to share
beautiful 3rd Hocr Eastern Prom.
apartment.
Porch, great view,
washer/dryer, heat and hot water included for $350 . Call Kate 761-9537
leave message.

Ok:f Orchard Beach, half mile to
beach. Contemporary 4 bdrm.
Amenities include huge master bedroom suite with skylights and ceiling
fans . Two-story sun porchlartist's
studio . $119,000. 934-0963 .

Prof. Male seeking non-smoking mit
roommate for 2 bedroom apt. in
Portland. Hardwood floors, modern
appliances
off
street
parking,
$312.50 + 1/2 utilities. 772-8469

Responsible female seeks roommate
situation
in
an
established
household. Also open to apartment
hunting with the right person. I am
private , amicable person who pays
her rent on time. I have $ and
references . Would like to move by
October lst.Please call : 773-6349

Female , non-smoking, roommate
wanted to share large 4-bedroom
house in North Deering area. Opens
October 1sl $18 tJper month plus
1/4 utilities. Call 878-8356

If you earn $22 ,000+ you may be
able to afford this East End 3-unit.
Renovated and sunny with yard and
off-street parking. $135,000. Call
Chris Balfour 773-8224.

Seeking responsible MlF, NIS to
share house in Cape Eliz. near
ocean. Room wi private bath , wi d,
storage , nice yard. $325 + utils. Call
Don 767-4581 or 883-3936 (days).

PEAKS ISLAND
WINTER RENTALS
Sept.-May
•

•

4BR on water. oillwood $800
38R g ..... t for family, oit $500
ThrM 38Re with view, oij

$450, $48" $800

ASHMORE REAL TV
766-2981

offices/rent
Part-time space available in tastefully furnished therapislS office, historic building. Ideal for holistic practitioner beginning practice. Rates
reasonable - based on individual
needs. Center for Personal Professional well-being . n2-1896.
THERAPISTS WANTED to share
bright, sunny and fully equipped
office space in Portland. $10 per
hour. Call 773-5573

studio/rent
Artists' studios- join artists -photogs
-crahpersons in arts only building.
From $150/month includes sink,
heat, utilities. Also very large studio
(2,000 sq. ft.). 799-7890

ARTIST'S STUDIO

Sunny, Spacious and special West
End Apartment with water view.
Seeking
congenial
non-smoking
roommate 10 share artistic, spiritual oriented space . $300 .+ 1/2 utilities.
371 -2592

799-4759

Wanted: person to share 3 bedroom
house near Fort Williams. Nonsmoker, please. $250.00+ 799-4006
Women wan led to share 2·bdrm
apartment, USM area , Oct. 1 $280,
including ultilities , large BR, yard,
parking . Pets welcome, cigartettes
negotiable, alcohol not. 773-6725
leave message.

Voice Lessons - Classical, Broadway
Musicals and Opera. Master of
Student
Rates.
South
Music.
Porijand. 799-9056

4 PLACE DE L'ETOILE

FAIRCHILD

O.

(Arc de Triomphe, Paris)

OATES

7 CHAMP DE MARS
(Eiffel Tower, Paris)

BOB
ALDO

8 PARLIAMENT STREET

DUVALL

NAT

WAGONER

TINY

TWITTY

DEBORAH

6AGRA
(Taj Mahal, India)
11 NARA
(Great Buddha, Japan)
3 CHICHEN ITZA
(El Castillo, Mexico)
1 ST. LOUIS
(Gateway Arch, Missouri)
12 405 LEXINGTON AVE.
(Chrysler Building,
New York City)
9 VIA SANTA MARIA
(Leaning Tower, Pisa)
2 FINANCIAL DlSTRICf
(World Trade Center,
New York City)

MULL

PHYLLIS

POLANSKI

SANDY

CHANEL

JODIE

CRUSOE

BEATRICE

CAMBRIDGE

CALAMIT Y

JORDAN

WILLIE

PALMER

UPTON

O'CONNOR

HAROLD
TOMMY

(Big Ben, London)

10 KRASNAJA PLOSHCHAD
(St. Basil, Red Square. Moscow)

O'NEAL

:0..., N40S ons

ANTHONY _ _

REDDING

_ _ _ _ BAXTER
GAYE

First prize goes to David
Boudreau. Only the post office
thinks he lives in Gorham; actually
he lives in West Buxton. Second
prize goes to Robert McKibben of
Sebago Lake. As far as we know, he
really lives there.

1990 United Feature Syndicate.

Solution to Real Puzzle #37
6 Cat's cradle
2 Crab
4 Sunset
3 Rabbit
8 Sea gull

1 Lizard

7 Triggerfish
9 Palm tree

5
10
12
11

Two ptarmigan
Crocodile
Breastbone and ribs
Hogan

This week in Portland, Daniel 1'.
Conrod, Sr. was "strung out to the
max." We hope that dinner at
Alberta's will relax him somewhat.
Not strung out exactly, but very,
very nervous was Nancy L. Chambers, also of Portland. A trip to
Lola's should calm her down.

RESERVE for
September or move In
todayl

by Lynda Barry
ARTISTS' STUDIOS

I BELIEVE IN EVE/1.';lONE \ AM HAVIN&

Join several other Artists, Photographers, Craftsperson! and Art-Related people in this
downtown building exduslvely devoted to the An.. High C8Ilings, sinks in each studio.
All utilities,low rentaf rates. 799-7890 or 799-4759.

Hit RIGHT ON FEElINbS OF LOVE/ THE~ES
NO REASON.' I'M IN A SiON ED SOVL {'ICN
\'M GRAZING IN THE GRASS! AT LvNcH
I'M DIGC;ING oN THE MAGIC OF LIFE RI('KT NOW.
Rlb"T NOW I'M tllGGING ON IT DIGGINC, ON IT
lJlbGING ON IT. Hlf '-IHOLE WORLD IS LIKE
ITS PEP-F~cT TODAY. SHINING liGHT ON
£VER~TI-\ING I SEE . EVEN MP.5 . fOltTNH.S
HEAD.

KNOW you
ARt \-\1(;\1/ TODAY I AM CRACKING Up
AT. ALL JOKESI Bvr I AM NOT HIGH.
PEOPLE

ME

$A';lIN(, MAN I

EVEN I DON'T 6fT WI-IAT'STf-lIS GOOD
MOOD! 'tI~O EVtll.. IS RfAO\NG THI S,
I LovE \j0[A. PEA<'E AND RIGHT ON!

Downtown Storefront - Cot'npletely renovated. Join busy bookstore in this highly
visible, high foot-traffic area on Congress Streel2000 sq It, 165 It sheatrod< Wall,
high ceiling. Ideal for Art GalI8IY, Frame shop, Boutiques, atc. V8IY reasonable rent.
TURNKEY - ready to occupy. 799-7890.

Maine Times Rental'
Real Estate Connection
Looking for a rental or real
estate to buy? Call the Maine
Times Renlal I Real Estate
Connection line for descriptions
of exc~ing properties for sale or
rent in Maine. By listening to
owners or brokers deSCribe
their properties, you will learn
much more about a house and
its charms. You may find your
dream house today I

GUITAR
LESSONS
from punk to funk,
from be-bop to hip-hop.. .
Jeff Weinberger
772-0208

(Colosseum, Rome)

VIDOR

MINNIE

CI

Real Puzzle U9
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102

Woodfords MlF for room with small
bath . Semi-private entrance. Quiet
neighborhood, yard. Ample parking,
storage, busline, cable , telephone
hook-up availabfe. $400. including
utilities or $300 . share 1/3 utilities.
References . n6-7648.

music lessons

5 PIAZZA DEL COLOSSEO
KATHARINE

Can you solve the Real Puzzle?
There is a $20 gift certifiCate from
Alberta's for the first prize winner.
The second prize winner receives a
$15 gift certificate from Lola's
Kitchen, Drawings are done at
random, Contestants are ineligible
to win more than one prize in a
four-week span. Only one entry is
allowed per person per week.
All entries for this week's puzzle
must be received by Wed., Oct. 3.
The solution to this week's puzzle
will appear in the Oct. 11 issue of
Casco Bay Weekly. Send your best
guess to;

OPENINGS
From $100 a month all
Inclusive. We even have
.everal bay-view suites
available. 24-hour access, no
hidden costs. A building totally
devoted to the visual arts.

solution to Real Puzzle #34

Some people have last names
that look like first names. EltonJohn,
for example.
Other people have first names
that could just as easily be last
names. Wayne Newton, for instance.
And then, of course, there are
those lucky people in the middle.
Elton John Wayne Newton.
Each of the chains at the right
contains three or more famous
names linked together in this
rrtanner. We've given you the first
name and the last name in each
example. We'd like you to provide
the rest.

announces several

Stroudwater housemate N/s Female
wanted to share home with prof.
male. You get all the amenities and 2
large
rooms
upstairs.
Great
neighborhood, near UNUM large
treed yard off Audubon Sanctuary.
Storage, laundry, parking . $350 + 1/2
uti lities. Call 773-8618

And now, the long-awaited

Name chains

Call 1-900-896-2022, access code
28, and listen carefully to the
operator's Instructions.

This line IS available 24 hours a
day. A charge of 95¢ per
minute will appear on your
telephone bill.
For more information, call Lee
at 729-0126 .

WALKING To Sc\,\ooL THIS N\ORN ING
I WO~$HIPPED All THINGS. You MI6HT
SAl THATS WARPED.! DID I JUST FoRGET

ABoUT

POLLUTION,p~EJU'OICE

AND How

THE~E"S PEOPLE IN A WAR ????? ?????
EXCUSE ME Bur I KNOW THAI.'
CAN \ t\fLP \1 IF RIGHT THIS SECONO
\ GET $OMET\-IIN(; INCREDIBLE? I (AN'T
t-\A\I.\)L':I, EXPLAIN If. EVEJ2.YTl-\ING LooKS
lI~E ITS STA\lRINCi. IN A MoVIE'. OF
GORGEOUS OETAllS.

DoN'T BARf, SLIT I AM So THANKFUL I
GoT GOP-N. ~.IGHT oN To PM,AMEC(VM!
P.IGI-\T ON To 0 UTER. SPAC.E'! ~IGHT ON
TO EVOLVTION, f(evoLvTION AND THE
BALL OF CONFi,lSION' E)(CUSE ME IF
I BLOW YOUR MIND) BUT RIGHT ON TO
ALL ,\-lINGS, 100% LOVE TRvEL'J} q;;

A Full Service KilC Store
For All Y. Mighty Wind Related Needs

Kites for lhe Whole Family from novice 10 expert
DELTAS. DIAMONDS. PARAFOJLS DRAGONS.
BOX. S11JNTERs
DESIGNER WIND SOCKS. WIND TOYS
A.SK about OIU FREE Lessons

3 WharrStreet Portland ME 04101 871-0035

erry Street

Lots of new things arriving daily _

Also. a full line of miniatures.
47 India Street Portland ME 04101 (207) n5-5011 • Mon-Sat 11-5
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NO~.'Offering Our Autumn Menu
"J

Maine's /\ Authentic

:.:'. :

Stay Warm

Oyster Bar

with a

Steaming Bowl
of
Homemade Soup

Of/ole,.

or
Fresh Warm

Mixing Good People, Good Food and
Good Drinks for 13 Years

Quiche
&

More

Our Full Menu served from llAM to MIdnight
Best Steamers in Town

Enjoy a view of the Marina from
the relaxing atmosphere of Q_'.5__
S Portland Pier

(J

772-48%

92 Exchange Street
Portland. Maine 04101
Phone 77-LOCOS
Open 7 Days a week
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, 166 CU/nberland Ave. -

Portland

"mon-sa,t. 10am-10pm. 774-7,414

DON'T lET THAT TANNED I
FIT SUMMER BODY SUP AWAY

,-

Th"a"ks /0 all lur loyal Customers... " \ \ ,.:

... welcome to all

DON'T LET IT SLIDE
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8UY2 MONTHS
FOR $50 & WEILL •
HROW IN 5 FREE TANS!
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Union Station
Fitness Depot
The Total Heanh ~nd Fnness Center
Fina Arl""tic Buildin,

879.9114

0

222 St. lohn St.

